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Abstract
To what extent do parietal and frontal areas involved in action planning interact as a
monkey plans a movement? This report seeks an answer using the timing relationships
between action potentials, local field potentials (LFPs) and behavioral events as a
monkey plans reaches and eye movements to remembered targets. Both parietal reach
region (PRR) and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) show similar profiles of activity
characteristic of action planning. In some cases, both premotor and intraparietal areas
show decision-making activity far earlier than previously anticipated, even before the
onset of the trial. However, despite their similarities in action planning, PMd responds
tens of milliseconds sooner to targets and movement instructions. These results
suggest that PMd precedes PRR, apparently contrary to a common heuristic about the
chain of processing from sensation to action. On the other hand, during periods of
steady state, as the monkey anticipates information or plans a movement, the apparent
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directionality of fronto-parietal interaction may reverse. Coherent phase-locking between
action potentials and local field potentials (LFPs), which has been implicated in
directional influence between brain regions, is highly significant from PRR to PMd, but
not vice-versa. Spikes in PRR cohere with LFPs in PMd between 15–25 Hz, whereas
spikes in PMd do not cohere with LFPs in PRR at any frequency. This uni-directional
spike-LFP coherence varies over the course of the trial, achieving a peak in magnitude
and frequency, on average, during the planning period. The phase-locking component
of the coherence shows weak but significant variation according to the particular action
being planned. The cross-cortical coherence also varies significantly with cortical
anatomy. Coherence is stronger between spikes in PRR and LFPs in its anatomical
target PMd than between PRR and other recording areas within and beyond the arcuate
sulcus (associated with saccades, and not known to be connected with PRR). The
asymmetry of spike - LFP coherence, its task–dependence, and variation over cortical
territory add to a growing body of knowledge implicating the intraparietal sulcus as the
center of a network of beta-band activity characteristic of action planning. This highly
specific beta-band oscillation links frontal and parietal planning regions at the single cell
level. Overall, these results suggest an interplay between premotor and parietal regions,
with influence shifting back and forth according to the phase of behavior.
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Abbreviations and Lexicon

α (Alpha) — 8–13Hz
β (Beta) — 13–30Hz
γ (Gamma) — 30–100Hz
effector — either a reach or saccade
FEF (frontal eye fields) — region around the nadir of the arcuate sulcus, associated with
eye movements
LFP (local field potential) — low-pass filtered, oscillatory activity recorded from sharp
electrodes, thought to represent a sum of inputs or local processing within a cortical
region
LIP (lateral Intraparietal) — a region in the lateral bank of the intraparietal sulcus, known
to correlate with the directionality of upcoming movements, particularly saccades
PRR (parietal reach region) — a region on the caudal aspect of the medial bank of the
intraparietal sulcus, activated in advance of reaching movements
PMd (dorsal premotor cortex) — a brain region rostral to the primary motor strip, medial
to the arcuate sulcus, thought to be involved in the preparation of reaching movements.
saccade — a ballistic movement of the eye
S.E.M — standard error of the mean
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1
1.1

Introduction
Cross-cortical influence

Decades of single-unit neurophysiology have revealed a wealth of knowledge about the
function of individual cortical areas, yet we know relatively little of how they interact. In
particular, do separate patches of cortex with the same functional properties act
together? Consider the dorsal premotor area (PMd) and parietal reach region (PRR),
which both show evidence of planning activity, but are separated by other cortical areas
with lower-level and more stereotyped sensory and motor properties. Do PRR and PMd
interact as an animal plans an action?
A popular heuristic for understanding reach planning in cortex dictates that sensory
information enters the striate cortex in the occipital lobe, travels forward, and eventually
reaches the motor areas to produce an action (fig. 1.1.1). This idea has its roots in the
so-called ―dorsal and ventral stream‖ hypothesis [Goodale and Milner, 1992; Ungerleider
and Mishkin, 1982], which implies an ever higher-level representation (―perception‖) as
information travels anteriorally. Neurons along the dorsal stream, starting in the visual
cortex and continuing through the parietal lobe, have been shown to encode information
about where a target is or how an upcoming action will be performed. The dorsal/ventral
stream framework was proposed as a way of distinguishing large classes of cells
involved in two different kinds of perception (―where‖ or ―how‖ in dorsal, ―what‖ in
ventral). A seemingly natural addition is to think of the dorsal stream as extending
beyond perceptual areas toward motor areas in the frontal lobe, thereby closing the
perception-action loop (see fig. 1.1.1; Dwight et al., 2011; Mulliken, 2008).
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Figure 1.1.1: A heuristic for cortical communication. The classic
picture from Goodale and Milner [1992], has been augmented with a
parieto-frontal projection to close the perception-action loop (adapted
from Dwight et al. [2011]).

The ―where/how‖ perception pathway, ending

in posterior parietal cortex of the macaque, influences premotor cortex
to produce actions.

A somewhat different notion was proposed by Fuster in 1995, though with reference
largely to the interaction between primary sensory and motor areas. Nevertheless, as in
the dorsal stream hypothesis, sensory information travels up a hierarchy from simple
processing areas to higher-level association areas, then onward to prefrontal cortex, and
down to the motor cortex where actions are generated. However, feedback connections
exist at every stage, and also connect equivalent levels of the hierarchy, so that lowlevel sensory areas are also directly connected to low-level motor areas. Within this
feedback framework, some motor areas could show evidence of visual input before
certain higher-level sensory areas. However, as in the dorsal stream pictured in fig.
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1.1.1, the Fuster model implies a causal hierarchy, such that higher level areas may
drive lower-level areas in the absence of sensory input [Rao and Ballard, 1999] or motor
output.
The aforementioned general frameworks (feed-forward vs. recurrent) could be
distinguished in part by responses of single neurons to visual input. But which cortical
area drives the other when no visual input is present? Understanding directions of
influence in general will require recognizing the forest, rather than just the trees.
Knowing the properties of single neurons alone will not suffice. Distinguishing between
these large-scale networks requires a study of many neurons‘ interaction
So-called higher-level cortical areas, such as PRR and PMd, can predict a monkey‘s
future movements. This predictive capacity in PRR and PMd neurons persists even at
times when inputs are neither present, nor outputs permitted, such as when a monkey
plans an action to a remembered target. How might PRR and PMd interact during this
kind of planning?

4

1.2

Functional connectivity

The simplified frameworks for cortical interaction described in section 1.2 do no justice to
the complexity of anatomical connectivity in cortex [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991].
Instead, these heuristics may be more appropriate for understanding functional
connectivity. The byzantine anatomical connections between areas may be unwieldy, yet
the brain may also organize large classes of cells into functional sub-networks, as a way
of modularizing computation. That is, among a large group of anatomically connected
regions, different subsets may be functionally connected at different times. Consider
tapping your toes and humming in rhythm, and later walking and chewing gum
completely asynchronously.
Indeed, synchrony may be the key to functional connectivity. Two theories for
synchronous functional connectivity are outlined in fig. 1.1.2. Spikes can either adopt a
preferred phase (fig. 1.2.1.A) or frequency (fig. 1.2.1.B), with the goal of arriving at a
local peak in the sub-threshold membrane potential in a downstream target and
generating a further spike.
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A.

B.

tuned

Figure 1.2.1: Candidate mechanisms for functional connectivity. A.
Spikes may synchronize at an advantageous phase for the purpose of
establishing communication (adapted from Womelsdorf et al. [2008]).

B.

Spikes may adopt a preferred frequency in order to isolate downstream
targets (adapted from Akam and Kullman [2010]). Neural activity (green)
is greater at the preferred frequency (―tuned‖) but filtered out at
higher frequencies, resulting in a lower amplitude and a phase offset.
In both cases, communicating spikes will line up with the peaks in the
sub-threshold membrane potential of downstream targets.

The entrainment-by-phase and by-frequency hypotheses imply somewhat different
mechanisms. In order to for one area to entrain another by frequency, the first need only
start firing at the tuned frequency of the second. In contrast, to entrain two areas at a
particular phase, the correct phase must be provided independently to one or both
regions. Despite their differences, both mechanisms would be expected to result in
prominent and synchronous oscillatory activity across cortical tissue.
In general, local field potentials (LFPs) exhibit a 1/f n frequency profile in the brain, the
natural result of a random point-process, such as spikes, integrated or convolved with a
slow waveform, such as an excitatory post-synaptic potential. However, significant
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deviations from this frequency profile exist in the brain, and seem to be associated with
specific brain areas and tasks. Notably, theta (2–8 Hz) oscillations in the hippocampus
have been associated with navigation [Huxter et al., 2003]. Gamma (30–100 Hz)
oscillations are particularly strong in the visual cortices [Gray and Singer, 1989], and are
strongly modulated by attention [Fries et al., 2001]. Beta-band (12–25 Hz) oscillations,
while less well studied, are strong in the intraparietal sulcus [Brovelli et al., 2004], and
can code for movement plans, including the direction [Hwang and Andersen, 2009] and
the effector [Scherberger et al., 2005] for in an upcoming movement. The purpose of
these oscillations may be to synchronize cortical networks to form functional links
[Buzsaki, 2006].

1.3

Measures of connectivity and influence

The intent of this research is the use of electrical recordings in multiple brain regions to
determine influence and connectivity, by comparing and correlating these recordings in
the time and frequency domain. The most basic measure of influence at our disposal is a
comparison of evoked responses in two regions in the time domain. In two regions A
and B, known to be connected, A is likely upstream of B if it responds earlier to a
stimulus.
Other time-domain measures, such as the cross-correlation, can likewise be used to
interpret influence. A consistent timing offset between two regions could be interpreted
to represent a causal interaction. Cross-correlation, or spike-triggered averaging, can be
used when one region is thought to influence another at a delay. The Granger causality,
an autoregressive measure which is asymmetric in time, summarizes a delayed
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correlative effect into a single number [Granger, 1969; Baccala and Sameshima, 2001].
These correlative and autoregressive measures would be useful for revealing any
process in which an input affects an output at a delay, for example, a spike in one region
creating a downstream post-synaptic potential in a second after axonal propagation.
Functional connectivity, on the other hand, may not take the simple form of a signal in A
smeared out in time and added to B. As discussed in 1.1.3, two regions could be comodulated at a given frequency and phase-offset, for the purpose of creating a
functional channel. Or one region might only influence another at a given frequency, as
in the case of the filtering network. To test for these kinds of interaction, a time-domain
measure might not be appropriate. Cross-correlation would produce an oscillatory plot,
not easily understood as a single measure of connectivity. A more appropriate measure
would assess the interaction directly in the frequency domain, by calculating the
consistency of phase offset. The coherence provides such a measure,

.

(1)

S and L are the Fourier transforms of time-domain signals s and l, and

is the complex

conjugate of L. A useful feature of the coherence is that normalizes for the average
power of the two signals. Thus, oscillatory components in both signals, which may be
unrelated but are high enough in power to induce spurious noise in the time domain
measures, will be eliminated in the coherence. The coherence may also be partiallized,
in order to remove the effects of a third signal [Gersch and Goddard, 1970]:

.

(2)
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While normalized for average power, the coherence responds to co-fluctuations in
amplitude on an epoch-by-epoch basis. Correlations in amplitude at the frequency of
interest might be an important component of the interaction between two regions, as in
the filtering interaction suggested in fig. 1.2.1.B. However, if phase-locking alone is
sought, a measure which eliminates power correlations would be desirable. An
unconventional variant of the coherence averages over the power on an epoch-by-epoch
basis, isolating only phase-locking between regions:

.

(3)

This variant is explored in section 5.3. Still another variant of a phase-locking measure
is the spike-triggered version [Vinck et al., 2011], which will reveal phase interactions at
a given frequency, but is centered on individual spikes rather than on arbitrary windows
of spiking:

.

(4)

Also worthy of mention is the frequency-domain Granger-causality, and the partialdirected coherence [Baccala and Sameshima]. These are autoregressive measures,
where the autoregressive components in time are transformed into the frequency
domain. Frequency-domain Granger causality [Baccala and Sameshima, 2001; Brovelli
et al., 2004], or partial directed coherence, imposes the time asymmetry required for an
interpretation of causality while maintaining frequency-domain specificity, potentially
allowing this measure to reveal influences at different frequencies which actually go in
the opposite direction from one another. The Granger causality measures how much A
predicts B apart from what B predicts about itself, and the partial directed coherence
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transforms this into the frequency domain. In other words, how much do deviations in
amplitude and phase of a certain frequency component in A predict deviations at the
same frequency in B? However, unlike the coherence, it does not normalize over the
power at each frequency before the autoregressive step. Therefore, a relationship at
one frequency is subject to noise from others. Also, the partial Granger causality is
difficult to interpret between two signals polluted by different amounts of noise. If A
drives B at a small time lag (much less than the period of the signal of interest), and C
equals A with copious noise added, then B may actually become a better predictor of C
than C is of itself. For this reason, partial directed causality is difficult to interpret when
applied to spikes and LFPs. LFPs may very well be caused by the sum of spiking in
many cells, yet an individual cell will not be highly predictive of the LFP, and will in fact
be predictable of the LFP, making the LFP appear to cause the spike.
We would be remiss not to mention the most basic measure of communication, the
mutual information [Shannon, 1948]. Between two signals, spike train s1 and s2, the
mutual information describes the reduction in uncertainty one has about s1 knowing s2,
and vice–versa:

.
Despite the general applicability of the mutual information [Mulliken et al., 2008], its
interpretation can sometimes be difficult in neuroscience applications where artifacts
may be induced due to practical requirements, such as aliasing from windowing spike
counts.

(5)
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Section 6 discusses the relationship of mutual information (eq. 5) to the cross-cortical
spike-LFP coherence (eq. 1). Section 5.2 describes partial directed causality as applied
to LFP-LFP interactions, and section 5.3 uses phase-locking (eq. 4) to look for trial-bytrial variations in phase and magnitude of coherence. However, the bulk of this
manuscript will be devoted to an understanding of the conventional coherence (eq. 1)
between spikes and LFPs. The spike-LFP coherence makes few assumptions, and
permits phase-locking (fig. 1.2.1.A), frequency-matching (fig. 1.2.1.B), and causal
interpretations of the interaction.

1.4

Locality of the LFP

The local field potential (LFP) is a low-pass filtered (usually < 300 Hz) version of the
electrical potential recorded on a sharp electrode. It has perhaps been surprising to see
in recent years that the LFP has strong behavioral and perceptual correlates [Pesaran et
al., 2002; Wilke et al., 2006]. Some have even suggested that it represents a
fundamental computational tool for the brain, coupling neurons via direct electrical
feedback [Anastassiou et al., 2011]. While the biophysical properties of the LFP are not
yet fully understood, it is thought to have a small spatial extent, on the order of tens or
hundreds of microns [Katzner, 2009]. Figure 1.4.1 shows an experiment comparing
EEG to LFPs and membrane potentials in rat cortex. The traces show the similarity in
LFPs and membrane potentials, which is not reflected in the larger-scale EEG.
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Figure 1.4.1: Adapted from Poulet and Petersen [2008].

Whole-

cell patch clamp and simultaneous exctracellular recordings were
made in rat somatosensory barrel cortex.

Throughout the

experiments, LFPs correlated more strongly with membrane
potential Vm than did subdural EEG.

Naturally, when neighboring cortical patches feature correlated LFPs, the spatial scale of
the LFP becomes larger [Linden et al., 2011]. However, the working understanding in
this manuscript is that LFPs represent a sum of local neural activity, with a physical size
scale on the order of tens to hundreds of microns. Whether the source of the LFP is
more heavily influenced by synaptic activity or cortical inputs [Mitzdorf, 1985], or is a
simple average of local membrane potentials, awaits further study.
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1.5

Functionally similar, anatomically distinct

A surprising property of the cerebral cortex is that vastly separated parts of the cortex
behave the same way. Homologous locations in the two cerebral hemispheres, linked
by the corpus callosum, have similar properties. Yet it is also remarkable to note the
functional similarity between cortical patches in different lobes of the brain. Nowhere is
this phenomenon clearer than between the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and the premotor
cortices (PM, fig. 1.5.1), both of which show similar planning activity [Chafee and
Goldman-Rakic, 1998].
Planning denotes the preparation of a particular kind of movement to a spatial target, in
the absence of visual stimuli. This report will exclusively deal with spatial and effector
movement tasks, in which the monkey, starting from fixation, plans a movement to a
spatial target by either reaching with his arm or saccading with his eyes (fig. 1.5.2).
Critically, following any instructions given, the animal is required to maintain fixation for a
period of time during which there are no visual inputs. The lack of visual stimulus means
that any persistent activity in these areas which predicts the upcoming action is not due
to a sensory instruction. Even when the monkeys freely decide on how to move, without
any explicit instruction, cellular activity during the planning period predicts the monkey‘s
future action, suggesting that movement plans are represented in these regions as they
are formed. This manuscript primarily deals with subsets of IPS and PM: the parietal
reach region (PRR), an area generally on the medial bank of the intraparietal sulcus and
known to be biased toward reaching movements [Snyder et al., 1997], and the dorsal
premotor cortex (PMd), an area in the frontal lobe between the arcuate sulcus and the
primary motor strip known to be involved in producing reaches [Cisek and Kalaska,
2005; Graziano, 2002]. Retrograde tracer studies have shown these areas to be
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anatomically connected [Colby et al., 1988; Caminiti et al., 1999; Tanne-Gariepy et al.,
2002]. Note that we also discuss a larger set of areas, including laterial intraparietal (LIP)
and frontal eye fields (FEF) in section 3.2. Figure 1.5.1 shows approximate recording
locations for PMd and PRR, superimposed over T-1 MRI slices from the approximate
depth of the average recording.

A.

monkey L

monkey Z

B.

PMd spots

AS
AS

PMd

AS

PRR spots

PRR

Figure 1.5.1:

IPS

IPS

Reach-biased planning regions in frontal and parietal

lobes. A. Dots superimposed on T-1 MRI slices from the approximate
average depth of recording. Dotted lines represent approximate
locations of the AS (arcuate sulcus) and IPS (intraparietal sulcus).
B. Icon of the recording regions, as used in later figures
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In order to determine whether PRR and PMd show evidence of communication as the
monkey plans an action, the monkeys in this study performed a task in which they
planned either a reach or a saccade to a remembered target in the right or left
hemispace. Figure 1.5.2 shows a diagram of the task. The monkey held a central target
for around one second, after which a peripheral target appeared and then disappeared.
Still maintaining fixation, the monkey waited for around another second, and then made
either a reach or a saccade (eye movement) to the location of the peripheral target (see
Methods). The critical manipulation is the planning period, during which a representation
of the target remains in working memory, and during which effector instructions may also
be stored (in the case of effector instructed trials, see Methods), or an effector choice
may develop [Cui and Andersen, 2007].

target visible (.5 – 1s)

fixation (.5–1.5s)

reach

planning (.5 – 1.5s)

50%

Figure 1.5.2:

saccade

A spatial and effector task. Each monkey performed a

memory-reach/saccade task in which he held a central illuminated
fixation spot with his hand and eyes as a peripheral target appeared
and disappeared.

After a planning period, he made either a reach or

saccade to the remembered target (reaches or saccades were either
chosen, or instructed via a 50 ms color change in the target, with 50%
probability; see Methods).
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The recorded data show that PRR and PMd both exhibit visual responses and spatial
selectivity (fig. 1.5.3) during planning. The bottom row shows a canonical cell type,
recorded in the right PRR, with visual onset activity selective for the ipsilateral visual
hemispace (blue), followed by persistent activity that continues for the entire duration of
the memory period. When a contralateral target is presented, this cell does not fire
during the memory period (orange). The second from the bottom row shows a more
unusual cell, with persistent activity apparently preferring the opposite hemifield from the
direction of the visual response. The top two rows were recorded on the same day, and
show cells with small visual responses (but significant anticipatory activity in PMd) during
the memory period. Both prefer the contralateral visual hemispace, and maintain the
same visual tuning when the target is off as when it is on. The left PRR cell shows
increased activity during movement, whereas the left PMd cell shows offset-related
activity. Figure 1.5.4 summarizes the amount and directionality of the planning period
directional tuning in PRR and PMd. In addition to visual tuning, these areas also exhibit
pronounced effector-tuning.
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Figure 1.5.3: Direction tuning during the planning period. Each trace
represents an average of spiking activity in a given reach direction,
indicated by the color (variants of blue for contralateral, variants of
orange for ipsilateral). Vertical lines indicate transitions between
trial states. Insets show target location, and the location
corresponding to the maximum firing rate for each cell is circled.
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Figure 1.5.4: Cohort for both monkeys. The area of the dot represents
the percentage of multi-unit spikes preferring that spatial location
(as in the insets, fig. 1.5.3). The outside line represents 10%.
Overall, PRR and PMd show selectivity for the contralateral visual
hemispace.

Note that both monkeys (monkey L and R) used the right

hand.

The example cells in fig. 1.5.5 are the same as those in fig. 1.5.3 (top rows), but with
spatial directions averaged into ipsilateral and contralateral bins, and with saccade trials
added. Again, it is still clear that both cells prefer the visual space contralateral to the
recording locations. However, they seem to fire somewhat less for reaches in that
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direction, compared to saccades. One interesting thing about this cell, which is
particularly apparent when its firing patterns are displayed this way, is the consistency in
firing rate it seems to show for its preferred direction and effector throughout the
planning period, neither accumulating nor diminishing in activity.

fixation (.5–1.5s)

target visible (.5–1s)

planning (.5–1.5s)
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fixation
onset

target planning
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time
Figure 1.5.5: Reach-related example single cells from each region during
the taskmonkey L.

Spikes were convolved with a 20 ms gaussian and

averaged across trials.

Left column (from monkey ―L‖) shows examples

of instructed reach/saccade trials, where the intended effector is
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apparent at target onset. Right column (monkey ―R‖) shows choice trials
from monkey ―R‖ (we also recorded choice trials in monkey L; see
Methods). Error bars are S.E.M. across trials.

During the planning

period, the mean firing rate in each cell differentiates between
contra- and ipsilateral reaches and saccades. Insets represent recorded
brain areas for each cell.

Figure 1.5.6 summarizes the formation of reach/saccade movement plans in these PRR
and PMd recordings. PRR shows an overall bias toward reach movements in the
contralateral visual space in both monkeys, as does the PMd in monkey L. The PMd
activity in monkey R seemed to be highest for contralateral saccade movements. This
may or may not be related to the fact that the monkey was using the ipsilateral (right)
hand (see section 7). Overall, for monkey L, 57% of cells in PRR were
effector/hemispace tuned, in monkey L PMd 58% were tuned, in monkey R PRR, 27%,
monkey R PMd, 63%. For each cell, the identity (ipsi/contra saccade/reach tuned) was
assigned based on the highest average spike rate, as shown in figure 1.5.6. The relative
weakenss of effector/hemispace tuning in monkey R is attributable to the use of only
decision trials in that animal, with no instructed planning trials (the latter tend to have
somewhat stronger decision-making activity). One can also analyze the difference in
spatial tuning strength in these regions, given an effector plan (as in Quian-quiroga et al
2006 % of significant hemispace tuning for saccades/reaches in PMd/PRR of animals
L/R: 38%/41% PMd,L; 31%/53% PMd,R; 40%/43% PRR,L; 15%/20% PRR,R). The
results of these various analyses are intended to show that all four brain regions contain
cells which reveal the monkey‘s intended action, and that three of the four regions are
biased toward contralateral reaches.
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Figure 1.5.6: Summary of ensemble firing rates and tuning properties
for each area.

During the memory period, spiking rates were calculated

in 50 ms bins, and then categorized by the action (ipsi-/contra-,
reach/saccade) they preceded.

An ANOVA was calculated across

categories to determine cell tuning.

Cells for which the distributions

of spike rates across the four categories at any time were unlikely to
arise from the chance distribution (p < .05, corrected) were classified
tuned, and further categorized by the action following the maximal
spike rate (for example, the two cells shown in Figure 1.5.5 are
contralateral reach cells).
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2

Evoked Responses

2.1

Visually evoked responses

Between brain regions known to be reciprocally connected but for which the precedence
is unknown, an obvious question is ―which fires first in response to a stimulus?‖
Presumably, the brain area which responds first is likely to be upstream from the one
responding second.
PRR and PMd are anatomically connected, and thought to interact during action
planning. The popular view of the dorsal stream, outlined in fig. 1.1.1, predicts parietal
areas to precede frontal in their representation of the visual stimulus. In contrast to this
popular view, the following data show that PMd cells fire significantly in advance of PRR
(fig. 2.1.1) when triggered by a visual stimulus.

A.

spiking (baseline subtracted, sp/s
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Figure 2.1.1: Onset-latency in response to a visual stimulus. A.
Deviation in firing rate, averaged across cells and visual stimuli. For
each cell, and for each visual stimulus direction, the baseline firing
rate (determined just before the onset of the visual stimulus) was
subtracted from the spike rate. The averaged absolute value produces
this plot.

Error bars are S.E.M. Individual spikes were convolved with

a 20 ms gaussian to produce spike rates. B. Traces for individual
directions and spikes, as described in A. For each, the first
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derivative of the spike rate was calculated, and the first time it
exceeded a chosen threshold (here, .4 sp/s2), an ―onset time‖ was
assigned for that cell and direction (white dots). C. Histograms of
onset times (as in B) calculated by measuring the deviation of the mean
spike rate by one standard deviation from baseline after the appearance
of a stimiulus.

Solid lines are peaks of the distributions (90/170 ms,

F/P hemisphere L; 70/80 ms, F/P, hemisphere R), dotted lines are the
peaks (185, 217, 152, 187 ms). PMd cells tend to respond earlier than
PRR cells to the visual stimulus onset.

Note that in the case of the recordings from the left hemisphere, the visual response in
parietal grows somewhat more slowly than in the right-hemisphere recordings. This
could be due to somewhat more anterior recording locations used for this monkey. We
believe this may indicate that the left hemisphere PRR is closer to Area 5 (more anterior
along the IPS) than the traditional PRR location (more posterior, closer to the Genu of
the IPS; see Snyder et al., [1997]). These cells therefore provide an even more dramatic
example of the discrepancy between frontal and parietal timing.
The same timing difference seems to be true of the evoked potential. Following a visual
stimulus, a visual transient appears in the LFP signal in both frontal and parietal cortices.
The shape of the transient generally follows the pattern of a negative deflection in the
LFP, which equates to a generalized positive deflection of the membrane potential,
followed by a slower positive deflection. We measured the evoked potential in both
regions, and found that the averaged shape of the evoked potential in PMd seems to
qualitatively precede the evoked potential in PRR (fig. 2.1.2.A). A histogram of
measurements of earliest-detectable deflections in individual examples of the LFP
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likewise shows that evoked potentials occur tens of milliseconds earlier in PMd than
PRR (fig. 2.1.2.B).
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Figure 2.1.2: Onset latency of evoked potentials in response to a
visual stimulus. A. Averaged evoked potentials. B. Earliest time of
detected deflection, similar to fig. 2.1.1

These visual transients indicate that PMd responds earlier to visual stimuli than does
PRR. These data seem to contradict the simple conception of parietal feeding forward
to frontal, and suggest the existence of an auxiliary visual pathway feeding the frontal
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cortex. While PMd receives extensive input from parietal regions [Tanne-Gariepy et al.,
2002; Wise et al., 1997], these data do not support the idea that visual response in PMd
are driven by inputs from PRR. It is possible that auxiliary visual pathways drive PMd,
potentially through other parietal areas such as area 7m, Medial Dorsal Parietal, or
Parieto-Occipital [Wise et al., 1997]. It is also possible that PMd receives input from
heretofore unknown subcortical structures, as does FEF [Lynch et al., 1994].

2.2

Timing of responses to spatial and effector instructions

These data show that frontal cells respond earlier to visual stimuli than parietal cells.
However the processing of more abstract stimuli, such as an instruction about where or
how to move, might occur on a different relative timescale in PRR and PMd. There is
some controversy in the literature on the relative timing of non-trivial responses in the
frontal and parietal lobe [Buschmann and Miller, 2007; Schall et al., 2007].
Figure 2.2.1 shows a summary of the detectability of the target through time, across
cells. In both cases, the parietal lobe responds later than the frontal lobe, and with
somewhat less discernability of the target. We performed a t-test across spike rates (50
ms bins) following an instruction to reach to the ipsi- or contralateral hemisphere. This
produced a probability at each time point, for each cell. We then averaged these
probabilities in the log domain over all cells in a given recording site, for comparison
across recording sites. This is a perhaps an ad-hoc way of combining across probability
measures, and is likely more conservative than necessary, but should allow for an
honest comparison of timing between brain regions. Note that the component
probabilities were probabilities calculated bin-by-bin, not cumulative probabilities.
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Cumulative measures, or measures using greater time bins, would be useful for
decoding, as would pre-selecting only tuned cells, which was also not done here.
Decoding of target position and reach direction [Musallam et al., 2004] have been shown
to be highly accurate in these regions. Figure 2.2.1 is not an ensemble decode. Rather,
Figure 2.2.1 can be interpreted as something nearer to the probability of detecting the

log( probability)

reach direction in a randomly chosen cell at a given 50 ms time bin.
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Figure 2.2.1: Timing of hemisphere differentiation in response to
visual stimuli indicating movement direction. The y-axis represents the
log of the joint probability across all cells recorded in either
chamber. These data show that an average cell in PMd can be expected to
respond earlier and more significantly to the identity of the target
hemisphere than can a PRR cell.
S.E.M. in log space.

P=.05 is shown in red.

Error bars are
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We further compared the timing with which we could detect the intended reach or
saccade target after an instruction to reach or saccade. These instructions likewise
appear to be processed earlier and more strongly in the parietal lobe than the frontal

Log(probability)

lobe (fig. 2.2.2).
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Figure 2.2.2: Timing of effector differentiation in response to visual
stimuli indicating effector type.

As in fig. 2.2.1, the y-axis

represents the normalized log joint probability, or the expected log
probability of a given cell’s firing rates being identical between
reaches and saccades. Over the course of a trial, following an
instruction to make a reach or saccade to a previously known peripheral
target, firing in these cells evinced a preference for reaches or
saccades.

It appears that data from the left hemisphere PRR recordings
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do not quite reach significance at any time point, indicating the large
number of cells with no discernable tuning.

However, at least some

cells do show very strong tuning in this region, as shown in the
example cells in fig. 1.5.3. Note that while these results may appear
to suggest weaker encoding of effectors in PRR than PMd, they are only
intended for comparison of timing between the two regions, and not as
an analysis of the relative decoding power from each.

Considering only

tuned cells would be expected to improve performance significantly, in
line with previous work [Snyder et al., 1997; Cui and Andersen, 2007],
as would considering accumulated evidence over time (fig. 1.5.6).

Again, these results do not represent the encoding of an upcoming reach or saccade in
these regions. A central tenant of the idea of the population representation is that many
units which encode a stimulus only weakly may be summed to encode it strongly.
Assuming uncorrelated noise, the effector decode from an population of weakly
encoding cells with the properties shown in 2.2.2 could rapidly approach low error.
Decoding planned target location has been canvassed throughout the literature
[Musallam et al., 2004; Mulliken et al., 2008], and for best results relies on an monkey‘s
ability to adapt to the decode in turn. Decoding effector plans [Quiroga et al., 2006;
Scherberger et al., 2005] is a less well-studied branch of the field, and beyond the scope
of this manuscript. However, these data further support the notion that such information
could be decoded from planning areas in parietal as well as frontal cortex, though with
these particular parietal spots encoding the same data somewhat later than the frontal
locations.

spiking (baseline subtracted, sp/s)
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Figure 2.2.3: ―Go‖-centered firing rates.

The average firing

rates in PRR and PMd following the cue to move (baselinesubtracted, where baseline was determined at the time of the ―go‖
cue). Error bars are S.E.M.

The overall increase in strength in

PRR firing, versus the decrease in PMd firing strength, is
perhaps suggestive of a difference in the encoding of movement
state.

Figures 2.2.1–2 show that PMd tends to respond sooner both to the appearance of
visual targets, and the directional and effector instructions suggested by those targets. It
is also worth inspecting the response of these cells to the cue to move (fig. 2.2.3). Here,
another striking difference is still evident, with PRR responding on average more
vigorously than PMd to the cue to move, as well as the ensuing movement. These are
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gross analyses, and obscure much of the detail of the individual movement-related
responses. However, they may indicate that PRR firing is more engaged in representing
an ongoing movement than is PMd, even though they both have similar levels of
planning activity (fig. 1.5.3).
When a movement plan has been instructed by an outside stimulus, the representation
of the plan appears first in PMd, and second in PRR. These data seem to contradict the
oft-held idea that posterior parietal feeds information about movement plans forward to
PMd (fig. 1.1.1). Rather, their relative timing would suggest that PMd feeds PRR, at
least when information comes from the outside, as in instances featuring a visual
transient, or the response to explicit instructions. To add to these, we might also ask
about the relationship between frontal and parietal areas when the signal does not enter
from the outside. How much will the activity in PRR and PMd reflect upcoming
movements if they are generated internally, that is, as the result of the monkey‘s
decision?
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3

Effector Decisions in Frontal and Parietal Cortices

Section 2 showed that persistent activity in both parietal and frontal areas predicts an
upcoming action, even in the absence of a stimulus which explicitly shows an instruction.
However, persistent activity need not simply represent a delayed instruction. Recent
data has shown that persistent cortical activity can represent a monkey‘s decision, even
when the decision is completely freely made [Barraclough et al., 2004; Cui and
Andersen, 2007; Curtis and Lee, 2010]. A freely made decision, in the absence of any
explicit sensory instruction, or implicit instruction due to reward structure, is a good way
to test the precedence of cortical structures, in that the activity can simply be said to
represent storage or a recurrent stimulus response.

3.1

Effector decisions during the planning period

In the task described in fig. 1.5.2, we demonstrate PMd reports the monkey‘s movement
with more strength than PRR. While the examples in fig. 3.1.1 show reasonably strong
decision-making activity in both chambers, the average in PRR was somewhat weaker.
This task featured the frequent appearance of visual stimuli, which instructed monkeys
on a reach direction independent of their effector decision. However, we were
concerned that in the context of a directional task, effector decision–making signals
might become diluted by strong visual responses in these areas. To add to these data,
we also explored decisions in the context of a task with no confounding visual stimulus.
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Figure 3.1.1: The examples above show decision-related activity in PMd
and PRR during decision-making.

In this example, the only data shown

are free-choice data — the monkey freely chooses whether to reach or
saccade. As in fig. 1.5.5, both parietal and frontal cells show
effector-specificity, firing more in advance of reaches than saccades.
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3.2

Effector decisions in PM and IPS during blind choice

Please note that while most of this manuscript discusses a single data set recorded from
PRR and PMd, the data in this section come from a slightly more rostral set of recording
locations in both chambers (see fig. 3.2.1, inset). While we do make some
generalizations of intraparietal and premotor function across these data sets in the
conclusion, millimeters matter in cortex.
Heretofore, the tasks described have followed the general pattern of visual-response
tasks. The general picture so far has been that, in response to visual stimuli, in
representing stimulus position, and in representing chosen effectors, PMd precedes
PRR. However, the presence of a visual stimulus may be a confounding factor to
understanding the nature of persistent activity. In an effector-decision task, where a
visual stimulus need not be provided or even implied, the visual stimulus may act as a
powerful noise source. It its absence, we might be able to detect persistent activity
predictive of a monkey‘s future actions earlier than expected.
The exact meaning of persistent activity has also been debated. Some have suggested
this persistent activity in the IPS represents sensory accumulation [Gold JI and Shadlen
MN, 2000], though it also grows with expectation [Janssen and Shadlen, 2005] and is
modulated by expected value [Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Sugrue et al., 2004, Musallam
et al. 2004]. Spatial attention tasks strongly engage these areas [Bisley JW and
Goldberg ME, 2003]. However, persistent activity also predicts non-spatial aspects of
movement, such as the effector (e.g. reach or saccade) to be used [Scherberger et al.,
2005]. Emerging evidence suggests that persistent activity may represent an animal‘s
internally generated decisions [Curtis and Lee, 2010]. It is not known whether decisions
are reflected in action planning areas such as IPS and AS solely because of the
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immediate value or expectancy of making an upcoming action, or whether spiking
reflects an animal‘s intentions long before an output is ever expected. It would therefore
be beneficial to know how early an upcoming decision is represented in spiking activity.
In order to disambiguate the decision-making from the phenomenon of spatial attention,
a decision between reaches and saccades may be employed [Cui and Andersen, 2007].
However no such task has yet monitored the onset of decision-making activity, due to
the presence of visual instructions. In a non-spatial decision-making task in which an
animal also expects a visual instruction, spiking activity reflecting the decision may
become delayed until the visual instruction has been presented (as in Cui and Andersen
[2007]). This is problematic for understanding the relationship between decision-making
and persistent activity, because the expectation of a visual stimulus may obscure the
earliest parts of the decision-making process. For the first time, this study investigates
non-spatial aspects of premotor and parietal activity during non-spatial decision-making,
in the complete absence of confounding spatial stimuli.
We recorded individual neurons in IPS and around AS in two animals (see inset icons,
fig. 3.2.1.B). IPS recordings were made near the bottom of the sulcus, and AS
recordings were centered on the posterior and medial side of the arcuate sulcus, anterior
and lateral to the dorsal premotor cortex, but somewhat posterior and medial to the
frontal eye fields. Some AS areas elicited eye or pinna movements in response to 20 uA
stimulation, though not to the extent expected from frontal eye fields. Recordings were
made using multielectrode drives, during a task in which the animals were required to
make either a reach or saccade to a known target after holding a fixation spot for 1-2s,
without any additional stimuli. The animals understood the target to be a single spatial
location on one side of their body. The task discouraged the animals from creating a
predictable sequence of choices by tracking the previous 5 choices, picking the most
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probable choice following all previous such sequences, and rewarding the animals on a
given trial only if they made the improbable choice (i.e. matching pennies; see
Barraclough et al. [2004]). Our algorithm did not explicitly discourage strategies featuring
interactions between actions and reward (e.g. win/stay, lose/switch). However, the data
shown here were trial-filtered, so as to remove from the analysis any trials with
predictable strategy-formation (2-back, p<.05), as well as any trials in which the animals
may have engaged in predictable sequential behavior despite the reward structure.
Unlike previous experiments, we presented no visual target, so that we could inspect
persistent activity continuously during the fixation period. After successful completion of
a reach or saccade and an additional 200ms wait, the visual target finally appeared,
preventing the animal‘s movements from drifting in space over the course of the task.
We recorded in AS and IPS simultaneously, in order to compare activity in both regions
under identical conditions.
Figure 3.2.1.B shows example cells, recorded from IPS and PM (insets; PM areas were
verified to respond to 20 uA stimulation by eliciting eye movements and pinna
responses). The first cell was recorded in IPS, and shows expectation-related activity
characteristic of these regions [Janssen and Shadlen, 2005]. The second row shows a
cell from AS with persistent activity that lasts throughout the fixation period. In this cell,
spiking activity which predicts the decision actually begins before the trial starts,
appearing just after the acquisition of the previous target.
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Figure 3.2.1: A. The monkey was required to maintain fixation with eye
and hand for 1–2 seconds, after which the central fixation spot
disappeared.

This was the monkey’s cue to either reach or saccade to a

peripheral target. The monkey could choose whether to reach or saccade
on a given trial, though he was discouraged from predictable choices
across trials.

After the target was acquired, and assuming the monkey

was acting unpredictably, he received reward with 50% probability, and
then reacquired fixation (during the inter-trial interval). B. Example
cells from IPS (top row, inset) and PM (bottom row, inset), recorded
during the same recording day.

Each trace represents spiking activity

(convolved with a 20 ms Gaussian and trial-averaged) preceding a
decision to saccade (red) or reach (blue). Error bars are S.E.M.
bars above the traces indicate time periods (evaluated at 20 ms

Black
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intervals) in which the traces are significantly different (unpaired ttest across trials, corrected for multiple comparisons).

While the

cell from IPS shows predictive activity as the ―GO‖ cue becomes
imminent, the PM cell’s firing reflects the effector choice even before
the fixation period begins.

Figure 3.2.2 summarizes the predictive activity in both recording areas in both monkeys.
For each cell, in each 200ms bin, we calculated an un-paired t-test between the spiking
activity in reach and saccade choice conditions. In both animals, a greater proportion of
cells in AS correlate significantly with the upcoming movement, compared to IPS (animal
L 35% AS vs. 19% IPS, animal R 9%/1%, by the time of the ‗GO‘ cue). Overall
predictive activity in animal R‘s IPS was very low, never reaching significance. Cells had
already begun to report on the upcoming decision by the onset of fixation in both
animals‘ AS (animal L 22%, animal R 10%) and in animal L‘s IPS (16%, <5% in animal
R‘s IPS). The weakness of the data in animal R can partially be attributed to the far
fewer units recorded in that animal (164, compared to 423 in animal L; we were forced to
stop the experiment in animal R early due to an infection), and the fact that we recorded
in cortex ipsilateral to the hand used. Thus, these plots are dominated by the results
from animal L. However, in both animals the following was: at least 7% more cells in AS
were significantly predictive of the effector decision compared to IPS, and more than
10% of AS cells significantly predicted the effector choice even before the animal
acquired fixation.

% cells significantly predicting decision
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Figure 3.2.2: Aggregate data. Significant differences between spiking
timecourses predicting effector decisions (unpaired t-test, p < .05
corrected for multiple comparisons, 200 ms intervals) were binned
across cells and monkeys.

Both PM and IPS show evidence of effector

decisions, with a greater percentage in PM.

In both regions, a small

but significant percentage (> 10%) of cells reflect the decision before
the fixation period begins.

These cells‘ exact role in decision-making awaits further inquiry. In order to choose
between two effectors, at least some kind of internal state variable is required to inhibit a
saccade when a reach is planned, and vice-versa. During a speeded reaction-time task,
it would make sense for such a variable to establish its state before the ―GO‖ cue. Such
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a state variable might show expectancy-related activity [Jannssen and Shadlen], since it
would only be required near the end of the trial. While some cells (e.g. fig. 3.1.1.B, first
row) show expectancy-related behavior, firing more as the expectancy of the ―GO‖ cue
increases, other cells (e.g., fig. 3.1.1.B, second row) begin differentiating between
upcoming decisions before the trial even begins. The overall pattern in both brain areas
seems to be that predictive activity begins to grow just after the acquisition of the
previous target, which is when the monkey discovers whether he will be rewarded for his
previous action. We filtered out trials which explicitly showed win/stay/lose/switch
behavior, so we do not believe that the previous trial‘s success or failure actually served
as a cue for the monkey‘s subsequent decision. However, it may be that the reward
expectancy for each action could not be perfectly driven to 0, such that slight residuals in
expected value based on the reward structure would bias the monkey‘s decision.
Therefore, small weight changes due to the previous reward could be amplified
throughout the recursive network of the brain during the preparation for the next
movement, and end up generating electrical activity corresponding to the monkey‘s
upcoming action.
The existence of predictive activity before the start of the trial suggests a high-level
representation of decisions in both regions, independent of the behavioral context.
Previous work has shown that sequences of behaviors may be simultaneously
represented in IPS [Baldauf et al, 2008], though the present data constitute the first
evidence that firing corresponding to a non-spatial decision can persist across a
sequence of behavioral contexts. That predictive activity is somewhat greater in AS than
IPS is consistent with the notion that decisions originate in the frontal lobe [Badre et al.,
2009], nearer to sites which are directly innervated by dopamine [Thierry et al., 1973].
However, the strong representation of decision variables in the parietal lobe may
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suggest that in a truly randomized task, decisions could be formed by a distributed
network involving both areas. The growth of decision-related activity during the trial
seems consistent with the subjective feeling of vacillating between choices or ―mulling
over‖ a decision, and these data may help explain how that feeling relates to electrical
activity, particularly in the parietal lobe, which has been associated more with the
awareness of intent rather than production of movement itself [Desmurget et al., 2009].
These results add to our understanding of the development of decisions in the brain‘s
electrical activity.
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4

Oscillatory Properties of Frontal and Parietal Cortices

Section 2 showed the relative similarities in the spatial and effector-specific properties of
parietal and frontal neurons during planning. Yet, section 3 shows that despite their
similarities in coding properties during planning, premotor neurons represent
behaviorally relevant information more quickly and vigorously than parietal neurons.
With respect to transient events, PMd precedes PRR. However, as we will see in the
following section, PRR exhibits significantly stronger oscillations than PMd during
planning.

4.1

Oscillatory Spectra

Whereas PMd LFPs show fairly typical 1/fn spectra, LFP spectra in PRR show a
significant peak in beta-band activity (fig. 4.1.1).

Power (V2/Hz)
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Figure 4.1.1: LFP 20 Hz spectrum in PRR and PMd.
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PRR LFPs have more

power across the frequency spectrum from 1–100Hz.

PRR also shows a

marked peak in LFP power around the beta (15–25Hz) band. Estimates were
made using consecutive windows of 200 ms each, during the planning
period, with each estimate averaged over 200 such windows (see
Methods). Error bars are S.E.M.
LFP spectra (fig. 4.1.2).

Spiking spectra mirror the asymmetric

There is more beta-band (15–25Hz) activity

in PRR cells than in PMd cells, which is evident not just in local
field potentials, but in the cells’ raw spectra.

Therefore, we add an

additional axis along which these two areas differ:

PRR cells respond

more regularly during steady state, exhibiting fine timing around the
beta-band rhythm which is not present in PMd cells.

Likewise, the raw spiking spectra show strong beta-band activity in PRR, but not PMd
(4.1.2). These data hint at a striking oscillatory difference between these regions, which
may have functional implications.

spike spectrum (a.u.)
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Figure 4.1.2: Spiking spectra likewise show different oscillatory
properties.

These are averaged (in log domain) direct estimations of

individual spiking spectra (a.u.= arbitrary units, see Methods).
Despite the difficulty in interpreting such spectra from individual
spikes [Jarvis

and Mitra, 2001], a peak in beta-band activity is

evident in spiking spectra from both monkeys’ PRR which is not evident
in the PMd spiking spectra. Error bars are S.E.M.

4.2

Development of LFP over the course of a task

Growing evidence has shown the LFP to exhibit strong behavioral correlations [Pesaran
et al., 2002; Scherberger and Andersen, 2006; Hwang and Andersen, 2009]. The LFP
frequency profile and overall power are qualitatively different between PRR and PMd
during the planning period (fig. 4.1.1). How do they compare over the course of the
task?
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Figure 4.2.1: PRR LFP spectrum development over the course of the
trial.

Target presentation extinguishes beta-band LFP activity, but it

resurges during the planning period.

These data were taken from

segments of monkey R and L’s data featuring targets visible for .5
seconds.

Power scale was chosen to highlight relevant activity in the

alpha and beta–band (see fig. 4.1.1). 200 ms windows and a single taper
were used.

Notable also is the additional alpha activity in monkey L

during fixation, which is completely absent during planning.

The body

and sensory state during fixation and planning are identical, LFP power
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reveals a difference in the brain state.

Grayed areas are those which

include a mixture of states (fixation and target, or planning and
movement, due to variability in fixation and planning times).

Consistent with earlier reports on parietal LFPs [Pesaran et al., 2002], the PRR LFP is
strongly related to the monkey‘s brain state. It is remarkable to note the extent to which
a visual target extinguishes beta-band activity. We asked whether extending the period
during which the target was presented to 1 second would continue to suppress betaband activity, or allow it to return. Figure 4.2.2 shows the results.
These data suggest that beta-band activity does return in the ensuing time after the
appearance of a target, even if the target remains on. However, beta-band activity in
this case is still greater during the memory period, reaching a value significantly above
its peak value during the target presentation. These data seem to suggest that betaband activity is high during any kind of continuous brain state in the fixating monkey.
However, periods of preparation, such as fixation and planning, cause particularly high
values of the beta-band power.
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Figure 4.2.2: PRR LFP spectrum by length of planning period.

Power at

the primary frequency band (23 Hz, monkey L; 17 Hz, R) is calculated
with respect to the average power during fixation. Blue curves
represent target onset periods of .5 seconds (dark blue = monkey L,
light blue = monkey R). Red represents additional recordings taken with
targets of 1 s.

Abolishment of beta-band activity by target onset

(dotted lines) is evident.

For the 1 s target, beta-band power

reappears after a brief interlude of several hundred milliseconds,
while the target is still on.

However, b-band power is yet greater

during the planning period (t-test, * = p < 1e-30).
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Does the LFP also correlate with the identity of the upcoming movement plan? Figure
4.2.2 shows a comparison of LFP activity between reaches and saccades in PRR. Data
from this manuscript are compared to previously reported data from Scherberger et al.
[2005]. In the latter case, and in the case of our left-hemisphere data, reaches were
preceded by increased power in the beta (20 – 30Hz) band, as well as somewhat
decreased power in the lower frequency bands (0 – 15z). Data recorded in monkey R
show a much smaller difference between reaches and saccades. This could be due to
the use of the right arm, or the lack of instructed-effector trials in these data, which could
weaken the overall effector-related planning activity. Similar to previous reports
[Scherberger et al., 2006; Pesaran et al., 2002], with from 1 – 3dB higher activity in the
20 – 30 Hz band for movements contralateral hemispace in both monkeys, and a
concomitant decrease of around the same amount in the lower frequencies (0 – 20Hz).
Many LFPs show evidence of tuning. On an LFP-by-LFP basis, at least 70%/37%
(monkey R/L) of LFP recordings showed weak tuning in at least one frequency band. A
more complete review of tuning in PRR LFPs can be found in Hwang and Andersen
[2011],[SOM].
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Comparison of LFP spectra based on effector choice. Top

row adapted from Scherberger et al. [2005]. Preferred and antipreferred directions are combined. Spectral estimates at each frequency
are normalized to the baseline value at that frequency, calculated
during fixation. Bottom row shows data from PRR in monkey/hemisphere L.
Reaches have somewhat greater 25 – 35Hz power over the course of the
planning period, as well as a significant drop in lower-frequency (1 –
20) Hz power.

First .5 s of target presentation is grayed, since 1 s

and .5 s target experiments were combined for these plots.

The data above show PRR LFPs to vary with the brain state as time progresses
throughout the trial, as well as varying with the upcoming effector movement plan, and
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hemisphere plan. Do frontal LFPs, which are somewhat weaker (fig. 4.2.1) carry similar
behavioral information? Figure 4.2.4 shows the progression of frontal LFP power over
the course of the task. Beta-band activity does exist, particularly in the fixation period for
monkey R. However, it is largely overshadowed by much lower alpha-related activity.
One common point to both monkeys/hemispheres is the presence of a short transient in
the alpha activity immediately following the presentation of a target.
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Figure 4.2.4:
trial.

Progression of LFP power over the course of the

Settings are as in fig. 4.2.2, though we have also

included the 1–s target trials (as in fig. 4.2.3). Faint betaband activity is visible, and does seems to follow a similar
pattern to PRR beta-band activity, turning on during fixation,
extinguishing at the presentation of a target, and reappearing
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during the planning period. However, this activity is largely
overshadowed by much lower 8–10Hz alpha activity.

Among its

other features, this alpha activity exhibits a short transient
following the presentation of a visual stimulus.

This section has shown that LFP power correlates strongly with brain state, and also
with movement plan. The way in which beta-band power correlates with upcoming
movements is not identical between monkeys. Classically, both spikes and LFPs predict
planned movements, whereas individual LFP recordings are more accurate than spikes
at reporting the monkey‘s brain state [Pesaran et al., 2002]. These LFP recordings
seem to have a particularly strong relationship to preparation and planning brain states.
Significant power exists in both the alpha (8–10Hz) and beta (15–30Hz) bands of the
LFP in both brain regions. How will spikes recorded in the same brain interact with LFPs,
and will these patterns persist over long-range interactions?

4.3

Spike-LFP coherence within PRR and PMd

Spike-LFP coherence within a brain area has long been shown not only to be greater
than chance, but also to correlate with behavioral variables, such as perception [Gray
and Singer, 1989; Fries et al., 2001] and action plans [Pesaran et al., 2002]. In order to
understand cross-cortical interactions using a measure like spike-LFP coherence, we
should first understand the measure within a single cortical area. The analyses shown in
this section indicate synchronization between spikes and LFPs at the beta, and to a
lesser extent alpha, frequencies during fixation and planning.
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Figure 4.3.1: Spike-LFP coherence in PRR and PMd.
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As with the overall

LFP power (fig. 4.1.1), coherence between spikes and LFPs in each
region is significantly different during the planning period. Top row
shows within-PMd spike-LFP coherence. Bottom row, within-PRR spike-LFP
coherence. Coherence was estimated with stacks of 200 200-ms windows,
using only spikes and LFPs from different electrodes (see Methods).
Horizontal lines indicate values above which 66%, 50%, and 30% of the
chance distribution lie, and outside and center lines indicate the same
for the measured distribution.
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Figure 4.3.1 shows significant spike-LFP coherence in both PMd and PRR in a swath of
frequencies, however PRR is by far the more significant. Moreover, like PRR LFP
power, PRR spike-LFP coherence shows a prominent peak at a specific point in the beta
band (17 Hz, monkey R; 23 Hz, monkey L). Figure 4.3.2 shows beta-band spike-LFP
coherence in PRR appears during fixation, is extinguished by target onset, reappears
during planning, and is once again extinguished by movement onset. In this way, PRR
spike-LFP coherence seems to follow the general trend of PRR LFP power (fig. 4.2.1–
2).
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Fig. 4.3.2:

Task-development of PRR-PRR coherence. Coherence was

calculated over windows centered at particular time points in the task
(otherwise, same parameters as fig. 4.3.1, see Methods).

Each sub-

window is centered at a specific phase of the task — fixation, target
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onset, planning, and movement.
is hemisphere L.

Center row is hemisphere R, bottom row

Both animals show pronounced beta-band spike-LFP

coherence during the planning period, and the fixation period (to a
lesser extent in R, which also shows pronounced low-frequency
coherence).

Also, like PRR LFP power, PRR spike-LFP coherence in hemisphere L exhibits a
relationship between planned effector and beta-band activity. Here, lower-frequency
beta-band activity differentiates between saccades and reaches. Another view of the
same phenomenon shows that the peak frequency for reaches is higher than for
saccades (see fig. 4.3.3 caption). As with LFP power, hemisphere R did not show an
overall bias toward any combination of effector and direction plan. This lack of overall
bias caused us to ask whether there were indeed any relationship between PRR spikeLFP coherence and behavior plan in hemisphere R, as we would expect from previous
data [Hwang and Andersen; 2009]. We performed a test of equal phase and angle on a
the frequency-domain version of a spike-triggered LFP window (section 1.5, eq. 4), for
spikes preceding each of the four movement types (ipsi- and contralateral saccades and
reaches). The test can be thought of as a circular ANOVA on both phase and
concentration of a quantity on a circle (here, the spike-triggered phase of the LFP
frequency). This test was performed on each spike-LFP pair, and then averaged in the
log domain over all spikes. The resulting p-value, akin to a joint probability corrected for
multiple comparisons, showed the probability that spikes in the entire population tend to
cohere with LFPs at the same phase and frequency depending on the upcoming action
plan. The result, at the time of peak coherence, was negative (p < .01, hemisphere R; p
< .05 hemisphere L), suggesting that the distributions are different, even if there was no
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visible overall bias. Therefore we propose that spike-LFP coherence is slightly different
in phase and magnitude depending on the upcoming action, but weakly so. An overall
bias toward stronger coherence preceding saccades is visible in data from hemisphere
L, though this coherence is also at a significantly lower frequency.
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Effector-specificity of PRR-PRR spike-LFP coherence

during the planning period. A. Adapted from Scherberger et al. [2005]
showing the mean within-PRR spike-LFP coherence. B. Analysis for
similar conditions, calculated from this manuscript’s data (grayed
areas are potentially non-overlapping segments between A and B).
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Somewhat clearer B is the phenomenon of target presentation
extinguishing the coherence, possibly because of windowing differences
in calculation.

Also, while both data sets show the drop in lower-

frequency (10–20Hz) beta-band activity in common (ttest, 17 Hz
coherence for all reaches vs. saccades, p < 1e-3), the increase in
higher-frequency beta is much subtler in these coherence data than in
the LFP power estimates (fig. 4.2.3).

C. Coherence, calculated with

consecutive windows for each effector movement.
4.2.1.

Lines are as in fig.

Here, spike-LFP coherence was calculated only on the same

electrode, for comparison to the figure from Scherberger et al., which
accounts for the higher-than-normal baseline coherence. Lower-frequency
increase in beta-band coherence is evident for saccades vs. reaches in
hemisphere L. Possibly more informative is the suggestion that the peak
frequency changes (mean 22 Hz/saccades vs 29 Hz/reaches, ttest p < 1e3; hemisphere R, p < .5) based on upcoming effector

movements.

Despite the weakness of the PMd spike-LFP coherence during the planning period, we
also plot this quantity over the course of the trial. We find significant spike-LFP
coherence between PMd spikes and PMd LFPs, but only just after the appearance of the
target, and at a significantly lower frequency. Data may be consistent with the
coherence profile shown in earlier cross-cortical coherence data from our lab [Pesaran
et al., 2008], though they do not extend to the planning period. Hemisphere R also
shows significant beta-band coherence during the fixation period. These data suggest
that while beta-band coherence is not absent in PMd altogether, spikes there do not
strongly phase lock at the beta frequency during the planning period.
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Significant coherence within the PRR may be predictive of cross-cortical coherence,
though it is not clear exactly what should be expected. On one hand, if the LFP in the
beta band represents a signal broadcast over multiple brain regions, we would expect
parietal spikes to cohere with it whether the LFP is recorded in PRR or PMd. On the
other hand, the increased strength, and therefore fidelity, of the LFP in PRR may reveal
coherence between PMd spikes and PRR LFPs that is not available in PMd alone.
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Figure 4.3.4:

Task development of PMd-PMd spike-LFP coherence.

Parameters are similar to fig. 4.3.2, but calculated within PMd. A
small amount of beta-band activity is visible in hemisphere R during
fixation, and a large and low-frequency event follows target
presentation, but PMd spike-LFP coherence is weak or absent during
planning.
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5

Interaction of Signals Across Cortex

The primary focus of this manuscript is to determine whether there are significant
interactions between small-scale signals across functionally similar but anatomically
distinct cortical regions. Section 2 showed planning activity which is highly similar
between cells recorded in PRR and PMd. However, section 3 showed that PMd tends to
respond sooner to visual targets and movement instructions. The latter would seem to
suggest that PMd is upstream of PRR in response to a visual stimulus. But, does PMd
drive PRR during steady-state, or visa-versa? Can we answer this question using
interaction between neural signals recorded in the two areas?

5.1

Spike-spike interactions

spike-triggered spiking
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Figure 5.1.1: Within- and across-cortex spike-spike relations during
planning. A. Individual cells autocorrelate, showing some periodicity.
B. Spike-triggered-averaging of independent cells within the same brain
region. STA of parietal spikes with each other shows periodicity in the
15 - 25Hz range.

STA of frontal spikes is less periodic. C. Spike-
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triggered averaging of spikes in one brain region with spikes in
another shows no significant interaction.

An obvious first question to ask is whether spikes in one brain region show a significant
timing relationship to spikes in a second, though conventional wisdom suggests this is
unlikely. Indeed, our data suggest no significant relationship on average. Spike-spike
cross-correlations, or spike-triggered-averages of other spikes, show no apparent
activity across cortex. Local field potentials (LFPs), which may represent a different
facet of local processing in the brain, and represent cortical information on a larger
scale, may give a hint of these regions‘ interactions. First, we will ask whether LFPs
synchronize cross-cortically (section 5.2), which should give a good overview of the
interaction between these areas. More specifically, though, the spike-LFP coherence
has been proposed to have specific, directional meaning for communication between
brain regions. Section 5.3 will answer for the first time whether cross-cortical spike-LFP
coherence occurs during action planning.

5.2

LFP-LFP coherence

Current thinking on the local field potential suggests that it is a highly localized signal,
with functional properties that extend over tens but not more than hundreds of microns
[Katzner, 2009]. These make LFPs an attractive candidate for use in assessing longrange communication, and significant recent effort has gone into interpreting crosscortical LFP-LFP interactions [Buschmann and Miller, 2007; Gregoriou et al., 2009]. The
primary measure of interaction will be the coherence.
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Nearly any interpretation of functional coupling via synchrony suggests that a change in
cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence will result in a change in communication efficacy
from the spiking region to the LFP location. With the intent of revealing such changes in
communication efficacy, recent studies have shown significant cross-cortical interactions
between local field potentials [Buschmann and Miller, 2008], and between multi- and
single-unit spikes and LFPs [Pesaran, Nelson and Andersen, 2008; Gregoriou et al,
2009; Verhoef et al, 2011], across widely disparate parts of cortical territory during tasks
involving both areas.
Since LFP-LFP coherence is subject to external noise (such as mechanical vibrations in
the equipment and 60 Hz line noise, neither of which affect action potentials nor spikeLFP coherence), it should be interpreted with caution.
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Figure 5.2.1: LFP-LFP coherence is highly significant (chance level is
.12), and shows similar features to the PRR and PMd within-cortex
spike-LFP coherence (figs 4.3.2–4), as well as the raw LFP power in
each area (fig. 4.2.2).

Generally, LFP-LFP coherence is strong during

the planning period at the beta frequency band, and much weaker at
other frequencies, especially above 60 Hz. Horizontal line noise is
visible at 60 Hz in the lower plot for hemisphere R, which conveniently
gives an idea of the scale of the frequency spread imposed by the
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single taper.

Fixation-period coherence is significantly different

between the two hemispheres, but the target-onset related event, and
the planning period coherence are qualitatively similar.

Figure 5.2.1 shows evidence of cross-cortical LFP-LFP coherence, which varies over the
course of the task. Figure 5.2.2 shows the same quantity during the planning period
only, where it is subdivided by planned effector. As with earlier data, behavioral
variations in frequency are evident in hemisphere L.
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Figure 5.2.2: Average LFP-LFP coherence by effector and spatial
location.

As with fig. 4.3.3, windows are broken down by planned

action (ipsi-, contra-lateral saccades and reaches), and the coherence
(here, LFP-LFP) is compared across conditions. Also, similar to the
within-PRR spike-LFP coherence in hemisphere L shown in fig. 4.3.3, the
cross-cortical LFP-LFP coherence is significantly higher in frequency
in advance of reaches compared to saccades (* = p < 1e-5).
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The frequency shift shown in fig. 5.1.5, left hemisphere, matches the shift in within-PRR
spike-LFP coherence, described in fig. 4.3.3. The general trend seems to be that reach
plans are accompanied by more power in high-frequency bands, and less power in lowfrequency bands. While the picture from earlier results in PRR alone may suggest
increased high-frequency activity from 20–80 Hz, this manuscript‘s data suggest that
only frequencies of 20–40 Hz are increased in advance of reaches, and shared across
cortex. In this light, it seems that reach plans actually shift the underlying beta frequency
upward, which potentially constitutes new evidence of frequency coding [Akam and
Kullman; 2010] in cross-cortical interaction. Additionally, and perhaps not inconsistently,
saccade plans seem to be accompanied by an overall increase in oscillatory power and
coherence at in the lower half of the beta–band (10–23Hz, monkey L). Considering that
beta-band activity may actually suppress movements [Zhang et al., 2008], smaller
overall beta-band activity may actually disinhibit an upcoming reach. Note that while
there is no overall bias for saccades in frequency or magnitude of LFP-LFP coherence in
monkey R (except perhaps at < 10 Hz), we have already shown that within-PRR
coherence codes weakly for the upcoming plan on a unit-by-unit basis.
The bias of cross-cortical LFP-LFP coherence with the upcoming behavior is significant
(in hemisphere L), but weak (fig. 5.1.5). While coherence is thought to subserve
communication, it is not clear whether communication should occur more in advance of
a particular kind of action, or simply during the phase of the task in which the action is
being planned. In fact, coherence may simply act as a channel along which signals
already encoded in spikes can pass during a phase of a task requiring communication.
Under this theory, one would expect little variation in coherence depending on the
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upcoming action. However, a functional channel can only exist over an existing
anatomical one, and so one should expect anatomical variation in coherence strength.
PRR and PMd are known to be connected [Tanne-Gariepy et al., 2002]. However, to our
knowledge no evidence exists for a connection between PRR and saccade-related areas
in the arcuate sulcus, such as the FEF. We therefore repeated our experiment, but
varying the frontal recording location along an anterior and lateral vector secant to the
arcuate sulcus (fig. 5.1.4). The LFP-LFP coherence did indeed vary with anatomy,
decreasing as the frontal electrode diverged further from the site of known connection
with PRR. These are not the first LFP-LFP results to vary with anatomy — Verhoef et al.
[2011], showed LFPs in anterior intraparietal areas to cohere more with connected, as
compared to unconnected, regions in temporal lobe.
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Figure 5.2.3: PRR-frontal coherence variation with frontal cortical
anatomy. A. coherence of PRR LFPs with LFPs recorded over different
parts of the frontal chambers.
significant coherence.

Color intensity represents %

Dot area represents the number of recordings in

that location (smallest = 10, largest = 500, same scale in A and B).
PRR spikes are from the locations shown in fig. 1.5.1. Blue circles
represent approximate estimated injection sites of retrograde tracers
from PMd indicating a medial parietal area including PRR, as reported
in Tanne-Gariepy et al. [2002]. B. % significant coherence, projected
onto a line from the primary PMd recording spot, through the arcuate
sulcus (same dot scale).

Correlation between PRR-PMd spike-LFP
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coherence and distance along PMd -> AS ray: r = -.54, p < 0.

This

specificity may constitute evidence that coherence acts along
anatomical connections, perhaps signifying a flexible communications
channel. Behavioral variation in the coherence could be interpreted as
the opening and closing of such a channel.

A related measure to LFP-LFP coherence is Granger causality. Granger causality in the
frequency-domain has been applied to EEG signals [Baccala and Sameshima, 2002] in
order to determine directionality of influence across the cortex. LFPs are orders of
magnitude more spatially localized than EEG (see section 1.5, and Poulet and Petersen,
2008). We therefore analyze data from individual recording days in each hemisphere
featuring strong LFP-LFP coherence, to look for a directional influence (fig. 5.1.4).
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Figure 5.2.4: Granger causality calculated between LFPs in PRR and PMd
data during the planning period. Blue traces are parieto-frontal
causality, black are fronto-parietal.

Errors are SEM.
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Granger causality describes the extent to which one signal can be modeled on another‘s
previous values, over and above the power it has in modeling itself. A signal Grangercauses another in the frequency domain when variations in that frequency‘s amplitude or
phase in one area predict similar variations in the second area. The analysis in fig. 5.2.4
indicates significant and asymmetric Granger causality in the parieto-frontal direction.
Consistent with other reports [Brovelli et al., 2004], these results may constitute
preliminary evidence that PRR drives PMd in the beta-band. Do individual spikes
indicate the same?
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5.3

Spike-LFP coherence across cortex

Section 5.2 showed that PRR and PMd strongly interact in the beta-band during
planning. However, the LFP-LFP coherence is subject to limited interpretation. While
LFPs may represent synaptic activity from afferent inputs to a brain region [Mitzdorf,
1985], they doubtless also contain information about local processing. Spikes
unambiguously represent the output of a given brain region, and while they do not
interact strongly with each other across cortex (Section 5.1), they may interact with
cross-cortical LFPs, providing a narrower interpretation than the one available from LFPLFP coherence alone. In engineering applications, coherence is a measure of the effect
of an input on an output at a particular frequency [Bendat and Piersol, 2000]. As such,
coherence between spikes in one brain region and LFPs in another may indicate that
spikes, the outputs of one brain region, are directly or indirectly driving LFPs, the inputs
to another [Mitzdorf, 1985]. Additional interpretations for the coherence exist within
neuroscience. For example, phase-locking between spikes and oscillatory potentials
within and across brain areas could represent increased efficacy of communication,
whereby spikes arrive at an advantageous time with respect to the sub-threshold
membrane potential [Fries, 2005], or by adopting a frequency for which downstream
targets are tuned [Akam and Kullman, 2010]. Nearly any interpretation of functional
coupling via synchrony suggests that a change in cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence
will result in a change in communication efficacy from the spiking region to the LFP
location. With the intent of revealing such changes in communication efficacy, recent
studies have shown significant cross-cortical interactions between local field potentials
[Buschmann and Miller, 2008], and between multi- and single-unit spikes and LFPs
[Pesaran, Nelson and Andersen, 2008; Gregoriou et al, 2009; Verhoef et al, 2011],
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across widely disparate parts of cortical territory during tasks involving both areas. We
therefore undertook to test for the significance of cross-cortical PRR-PMd and PMd-PRR
spike-LFP coherence.
We find no significant coherence between spikes in PMd and LFPs in PRR (fig. 5.3.1.A).
In contrast, spikes cohere significantly in the other direction. PRR spikes cohere
significantly with LFPs measured in PMd (fig. 5.3.1.B). 45% / 42% (hemispheres L/R) of
cells recorded in PRR cohered significantly with PMd LFPs in the beta-band. While this
cross-cortical coherence is weaker than the beta-band spike-LFP coherence within PRR
(80%L/63%R of cells cohere significantly with LFPs within PRR alone, see section 3.3),
this cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence nevertheless represents a significant deviation
from chance (fig. 5.3.1.B). Previous reports of cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence
[Pesaran et al, 2008; Gregoriou et al, 2009] feature symmetric interactions, though these
studies did not involve a planning period. Note that even though parietal LFPs are
stronger than PMd LFPs in the beta-band, it is PRR spikes that cohere with PMd LFPs,
not vice-versa.
Intra-cortical parietal spike-LFP coherence is high in the beta range (section 3), as is
cross-cortical LFP-LFP coherence. These two factors combined might be sufficient to
explain the existence of cross-cortical spike-LFP. In other words, spikes in PRR might
simply synchronize with LFPs in PMd as a side effect of their synchrony with nearby
PRR LFPs, and PRR LFPs synchronizing with PMd. On the other hand, it could be that
PRR spikes have special information about PMd LFPs, which is not shared by LFPs
found in PRR. These possibilities could be distinguished via an additional, partial spikeLFP analysis [Bendat and Piersol, 2000; Albo et al, 2004; Pesaran et al, 2008]. The
partial coherence reveals the portion of PRR-PMd spike-LFP coherence that is not
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explained by the product of PRR-PRR spike-LFP and PRR-PMd LFP-LFP coherences.
The PRR-PMd spike-LFP coherence survives the partial coherence treatment (fig.
5.3.1.C), indicating that PRR spikes contain phase and amplitude timing information
about distant PMd LFPs which is not available in PRR LFPs. Whatever the exact
interpretation of the meaning of the cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence, therefore, it
should be examined in its own right, without assuming it represents the same as the
within-parietal spike-LFP coherence or the parieto-frontal field-field coherence.
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Figure 5.3.1: Cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence during the memory
period.

A.

Coherence between PMd single-unit spikes and PRR LFPs.

Center lines are surrounded by 5% distribution lines, describing
coherence values 2.5% below and above the median. Outside lines
represent 60% of the distribution. Center and outside black lines
represent median and 60% distribution lines for the chance
distribution.

B. Coherence between PRR single-unit spikes and PMd

LFPs. C. Partial coherence between parietal spikes and frontal LFPs,
with respect to parietal LFPs
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The conventional coherence measure (section 1.3) conflates amplitude and phase
relationships. To understand whether phase-locking alone was sufficient to explain these
results, the analyses from figure 5.3.1 were repeated using a measure of phase locking
between spikes and LFPs (section 1.3, eq. 3). This method, while unconventional, does
not suffer from mixing of phase and amplitude correlations (Gregoriou et al, 2009). The
results were as follows: chance-level PMd-PRR spike-LFP coherence was detected,
significant PRR-PMd spike-LFP coherence was detected at 17 Hz/23 Hz (for animal
R/L), with > 35% of cells showing significant coherence for both animals, and > 20% of
cells showing significant partial phase-locking with respect to parietal LFPs. Therefore,
a large component of the coherence reported here is attributable to phase locking rather
than amplitude correlation. The below concentrate on the conventional coherence to
leave open the possibility for amplitude correlation, which is important for some
interpretations of interactions between regions. However, phase-locking alone will be
important for the following series of results, where the PRR-PMd spike-LFP coherence is
further characterized across phases of the task and trial types.
Figure 5.3.2.A shows the planning period coherence in an example cell, broken down by
the action being planned, with coherence averaged over trials and PMd LFPs. This is the
same PRR example cell as shown in fig. 1.5.5, second row. Note that while this cell fires
most for contralateral reaches, its highest coherence magnitude is for ipsilateral reaches
(though, its highest cross-cortical coherence frequency is for contralateral reaches).
Figure 5.3.2B shows the development of the average PRR-PMd spike-LFP coherence
over the course of the trial. Cross-cortical coherence appears during fixation, disappears
at target onset, and reappears during the planning period. The averaged cohereogram in
fig. 5.3.B averages over some differences between monkeys/hemispheres. Namely, in
hemisphere L, where recordings were taken from the contralateral hemisphere to the
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movement, coherence was equally high in magnitude during fixation and memory period
(p < .5, t-text), but higher in frequency during the memory period (p < 1e-10, t-test). In
hemisphere R (ipsilateral hemisphere to the arm used) coherence was significantly
higher in magnitude (p < 1e-10, t-test) and frequency (p < .05, t-test) during the fixation
period. The difference in these results (frequency change in one animal, magnitude
change in the other) may be attributable to the hemisphere difference. However, both an
increase in phase-locking [Womelsdorf et al, 2007] and an increase in frequency [Akam
and Kullman, 2010] could be consistent with an increase in functional communication
during the memory period.
Perhaps the most striking differences are between the target presentation period and
memory period. During the presentation of visual targets, PRR–PMd spike-LFP
coherence is lower than the memory period (p < 1e-3 L, p < 1e-10 R), as is the
frequency in animal L (p < 1e-3, p = .28 in animal R). Both PRR and PMd are
responsive to visual stimuli, and yet they cohere much less in the beta band when stimuli
are present. In some cells there is a significant, transient, fronto-parietal and parietofrontal increase in spike-LFP coherence between 5–15Hz, just after target presentation.
Because of its transience, this visual-onset effect may not be well-described by the
coherence measure, which is designed for linear, time-independent systems. However,
it should be noted that the latter effect is qualitatively similar to the cross-cortically
symmetric, transient effects seen in Pesaran et al, 2008, and is also shared by PMdPRR spike-LFP coherence. Also, similar to Pesaran., 2008, the visual response to a
target occurred 15-20ms sooner in PMd than in PRR, which is surprising given the
traditional assignment of the intraparietal sulcus upstream from PMd in the dorsal visual
stream [Goodale and Milner, 1992]. However, this report focuses on sustained effects,
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not stimulus onset-related effects. The sustained coherence in the 15-25Hz band is
much higher after the targets have disappeared than when they are present.
While the cross-cortical coherence magnitude does not necessarily follow the rate
coding profile of the spike in question, coherence may have a significant relationship to
the particular action being planned independent of the spike-rate profile. To explore this
possibility, we applied a test of the equivalence of the distributions of spike-triggered
LFP phases across different planned actions in the four cases. For each spike-LFP pair,
this test produced a p-value (the probability that the distributions were identical) at each
frequency and time point, the log of which was then averaged across cells [Fisher,
1993]. The results (fig. 5.3.2.C) suggest that for many cells, spike-LFP coherence
significantly codes for the action being planned around the time of the peak coherence
magnitude in the beta band. Across cells, monkey R showed no average pattern in
coherence amplitude or frequency according to the planned action, with different spikeLFP pairs coding for these variables in different ways. However, an average of all spikeLFP pairs in monkey L shows that spike-LFP coherence is significantly higher frequency
in advance of reaches than saccades (p < 1e-2), and higher frequency for contralateral
reaches than ipsilateral reaches (p < 1e-3). The low-frequency spike-LFP interaction
which follows visual onset also carries significant predictive power for the visual target
(fig. 5.3.2.B).
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Figure 5.3.2: Task-related variation in PRR-PMd spike-LFP coherence.
A. Spike-LFP coherence from example parietal cell from fig. 1B with
frontal LFPs. Each trace represents the average cross-cortical
coherence in advance of a particular action (ipsi-/contra-,
saccade/reach). B. Cohereogram of PRR spikes (single-unit and MUA) and
PMd LFPs in both monkeys, calculated in 200 ms windows, and centered on
different phases of the task, averaged over all parietal spikes,
frontal LFPs, and trial types.

Coherence appears during the fixation

period, disappears during the target onset, and reappears at a slightly
higher frequency and magnitude during the planning period. C.
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Significance of phase-locking between PRR-spikes and PMd LFPs according
to the action being planned. Phase-locking of PRR spikes to PMd LFPs
was tested for variation with the planned action (reaches or saccades
to the ipsi- or contralateral hemispace). The phase and magnitude of
each spike with respect to the PMd LFP was compared across the four
possible actions being planned. The results across all cells were
averaged in the log domain.

A low probability (blue) indicates that

the distributions are unlikely to be identical. At most times and
frequencies, phase-locking between PRR spikes and PMd LFPs is invariant
with the action being planned. However, around the time and frequency
of the peak coherence, (200–400 ms into the planning period), they are
unlikely to come from the same distribution, indicating that spikes
synchronize at a different frequency or phase according to the upcoming
planned action.

The low-frequency event corresponding to visual onset

also results in a significant difference in the distributions. The
latter may be the same kind of target-elicited event that was measured
in Pesaran et al. [2008].
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Figure 5.3.3: A more detailed treatment of ask-dependence of PRR spike
/ PMd LFP coherence. A. PRR / PMd spike-LFP coherence by brain state.
Y-axis represents the number of standard deviations by which the
coherence exceeds the mean (see z-transform, Methods). Error bars are
S.E.M.

Bar plots are expanded views of each axis. Top bar plot, peak

coherence frequency for each cell was collected for each brain state,
and the means and standard errors are plotted on the bar graph.

The

probability that all brain states have the same coherence frequency is
< 5e-6,1e-4 (for monkies L/R, anova). The probability that the planning
period coherence is higher in frequency than the fixation period is p <
1e-6,.05 (L/R, t-test). Bar plots to the right are the same, but for
the peak coherence magnitude.

Only in monkey R was the coherence

significantly higher during planning than fixation (p = 0, t-test). B.
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PRR / PMd spike-LFP coherence by planned action.
in B.

Format is the same as

Here, we only consider coherence during the planning period, and

only cells with significant coherence during the planning period were
considered.

The planning period was subdivided into trials according

to the upcoming action (ipsi- and contra- reach and saccade), and
stacks of 100 windows were used (rather than 200).

If the coherence represents a functional channel between brain regions, such a channel
would operate only over existing anatomical links. Therefore, we would not expect to
find significant coherence between PRR and frontal areas to which it is not known to
project. Still recording spikes in PRR, we now varied the location of the other recording
site over the extent of the frontal chamber (fig. 5.3.4), into and beyond the arcuate
sulcus, the seat of the frontal eye fields (FEF). In contrast to the PMd, and to the best of
our knowledge, there are no reports of monosynaptic anatomical connections between
PRR and FEF. We found that the coherence was smaller between PRR and the regions
around and beyond the arcuate sulcus. This is consistent with the idea that coherence
represents a functional connection within existing anatomical networks.
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Figure 5.3.4: Anatomical variation in beta-band x-cortical spike-LFP
coherence. A. coherence of PRR spikes (single-unit and MUA) with LFPs
recorded over different parts of the frontal chambers.
represents % significant coherence.

Color intensity

Dot area represents the number of

estimates made in that location. Each estimate represents 200 windows,
so a single spike-LFP pair can give rise to multiple estimates. PRR
spikes are from the locations shown in fig. 1.5.1. B. Individual spikeLFP coherence estimates (horizontal jots), projected onto a line from
the primary PMd recording spot, through the arcuate sulcus in both
monkeys. Coherence between PRR spikes and LFPs in frontal areas is
negatively correlated with distance of the frontal recording location
along the PMd-AS ray (R = -.26, p < 1e-10).
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5.4

Discussion of asymmetric cross-cortical coherence

We have discovered significant coherence between single-unit action potentials in PRR
and LFPs measured in PMd (fig. 5.3.2). This coherence, which is not explained
exclusively by the interaction of within-PRR spike-LFP coherence and PRR-PMd LFPLFP coherence (fig. 5.3.2.C), is well-isolated in frequency space, peaking in the betaband (15–25 Hz). It is modulated by brain state, persisting in the absence of visual
stimulation, and attaining its highest frequency and/or magnitude during the planning
period as the monkey prepares a saccade or reach to a remembered target. It is
likewise modulated by the direction or effector planned for an upcoming movement,
though more weakly. More dramatic was the anatomical relationship between PRR
spikes and LFPs in the traditionally reach-related PMd, as opposed to LFPs within and
beyond the arcuate sulcus.
These data may point to a more general beta-band phenomenon. The overall pattern of
the PRR-PMd coherence is similar to the oscillatory activity within the parietal lobe
alone. For example, medium- to high-frequency (20–40Hz) parietal LFPs occur during
periods of steady state, and are interrupted by brief low-frequency events just after
visual stimuli or movement onset [Scherberger et al., 2005; Hwang and Andersen,
2009]. PRR LFPs therefore seem to report with high accuracy on the brain state [Hwang
and Andersen, 2009]. The cross-cortical results shown here are consistent with this
general pattern (fig. 5.3.2.B), showing highly significant differences between brain states,
particularly target presentation vs. planning. Beta-band PRR LFP power, within-PRR
spike-LFP coherence, and PRR-PMd cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence may all be part
of one larger phenomenon across multiple brain areas, interacting particularly strongly
with or sourced from the medial bank of the intraparietal sulcus.
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This beta-band phenomenon may also include other parts of the parietal lobe, as well as
other connected cortical regions. The results shown here are qualitatively similar to
recent results from Verhoef et al. [2011], who recorded from anterior intraparietal sulcus
and inferotemporal sulcus. While the main task in this manuscript was 3–d rotation, only
neurons recorded in their parietal region showed long-range coherence, and it was
strongest in the beta-band and during fixation, and during the presentation of an all-black
visual stimulus on a white background, which bears some similarity to the planning
period described in this manuscript. These results may indicate that spikes in the
parietal lobe cohere with a widespread beta-band phenomenon which interacts with
frontal and temporal lobes. Note also that Verhoef et al. found anatomical differences in
LFP-LFP coherence between AIP and different parts of the infero-temporal sulcus, which
show the same coherence-by-anatomy relationship as our results (fig. 5.3.4), though the
results shown here are more specific, in that they localize the anatomical variation to
spike-LFP coherence. Verhoef et al. employed a spectral Granger causality measure on
MUA-LFP interactions. Brovelli et al. also used spectral Granger causality measure on
subdural EEG potentials recorded during a movement task, and found that MIP/AIP
signals ―cause‖ premotor beta-band oscillations [Brovelli, 2004]. These results bear
some similarity to the suggestion in fig. 6.1.1., that the intraparietal sulcus could be
sourcing the beta-band activity.
The network of beta-related cortical populations is likely to extend beyond the
intraparietal sulcus and premotor areas. Among other possible structures involved, the
basal ganglia stands out as a candidate due to its association with beta-band activity.
Though beta activity may be amplified by the basal ganglia [McCarthy et al., 2011], betaband activity is thought to be sourced in the cortex [Hutchison et al., 2004]. The
intraparietal sulcus may be one of the primary cortical drivers. The basal ganglia have
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also been shown to modulate motor activity and select for actions. It may be that betaband activity entrains a large number of areas including the IPS, premotor cortex,
thalamus and basal ganglia for the purpose of action planning and decision-making.
Where is the source of this beta-band activity? Section 6.2 will explore whether it is
possible for asymmetric spike-LFP coherence from PRR to PMd to arise from direct
PRR drive, but it is impossible to rule out a common driver to both regions.
Nevertheless, several results weigh against the common-driver hypothesis. First, the
special knowledge of PRR spikes about PMd LFPs, indicated by the partial spike-LFP
coherence [Bendat and Piersol, 2000; Albo et al., 2004; Pesaran et al., 2008], suggest
that PMd LFPs, which may in part represent inputs to PMd from other areas, are
apprised of timing information from PRR spikes which could be washed out in PRR LFPs
by noise from still other regions. Second, the variation of spike-LFP coherence over
cortical anatomy can be simply understood by beta-drive of PMd directly by PRR, to
which PMd is known to be anatomically connected. In order for a third area to be
responsible for beta-band activity in PRR and PMd, it would also have to avoid driving
non-connected regions in the arcuate suclus. Simplicity therefore argues that at least
some of the beta-band activity in PMd should come directly from PRR, rather than an
unknown common source.
If beta-band LFP power in the parietal lobe is stronger than in the frontal, why is it that
frontal spikes do not cohere with parietal LFPs, rather than vice versa? This asymmetry
may be simply explained by the nature of the spike and LFP signals. If spikes represent
a noisy version of fluctuations in the subthreshold membrane potential, and if a large
component of the LFP is an average over the membrane potentials of many cells with
the same beta input, LFPs can more accurately represent that beta-band input than
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individual spikes. Even if the LFP power is low in the beta band, as it is in the frontal
lobe, an averaged version of a beta-band signal available to all frontal cells can
represent the timing properties of that beta-band signal with high accuracy. In other
words, a signal common to the membrane potentials of all cells in a region will always be
better represented by LFPs than individual spikes.
No matter the exact mechanism, if beta-band LFP power and coherence effects could be
traced to a single source or oscillatory network, it would significantly reduce the
complexity of understanding oscillatory dynamics within and between these areas.
Identifying beta-band power and coherence values as coming from a single source could
also serve as a fruitful way to reduce the massive dimensionality of spiking and LFP data
for parietal- and premotor-based cortical prosthetics. Marginalizing a single beta-band
source from hundreds of signals recorded from an electrode array would significantly
simplify spectral analysis, while simultaneously improving signal-to-noise by de-mixing
the beta-band source from unrelated biophysical events.
Some of these results are different between monkeys, which may be attributable to
experimental differences. The phase of PRR-PMd spike-LFP coherence is different
between the two animals: 0 degrees of phase lag of spikes behind LFPs in monkey L, 70
degrees in monkey R. The implied time lag from spike to LFP peak in the latter case (~
40 ms) is much longer than expected propagation time (~ 1 – 10ms) of spikes originating
in PRR to PMd. While monkey R‘s recording chambers were placed in the right
hemisphere, he also used his right (preferred) hand. It should be noted that coherence
could also result in a decrease in communication efficacy, where spikes adopt a
disadvantageous phase [Womelsdorf et al., 2008], and that the adoption of a 70degrees-lagged phase in the ipsilateral hemisphere to the arm being used throughout
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the task could actually favor the contralateral, controlling hemisphere. Also, PRR-PMd
spike-LFP coherence seems to be stronger compared to the other task phases in
monkey R than monkey L, whereas the frequency differences between fixation and
planning are more apparent in monkey L.
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plot: data recorded from the same animal, for effector planning
experiments, believed to be in the same cortical location.

Visual

stimulus induces transient, low-frequency coherence event (left and
center). Right plot: persistent coherence appears in spikes recorded in
a more anterior location.

Our results are also qualitatively different from an earlier report by Pesaran [2009] (fig.
5.3.5). Data from that report were collected during a task with no memory period. PRR
recordings from that report were also more posterior to those described here. These
methodological and anatomical differences may account for the difference between their
10-15 Hz, cross-cortically symmetric, transient effect which is also partially visible in
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these data and the 15–25 Hz, asymmetric, sustained coherence during planning, which
is not apparent in the Pesaran report.
These data show that PRR-PMd spike-LFP coherence is at its strongest or highest
frequency during the memory period. Nevertheless, the cross-cortical coherence is also
strong during fixation in animal L, in the contralateral hemisphere to the arm being used.
Therefore, we might expect that there are other factors contributing to the coherence
than simply working memory. Both periods of high coherence occur while the animal is
maintaining a fixed arm position, and both involve the expectation of a behaviorally
relevant signal [Janssen and Shadlen, 2005; Verhoef et al., 2011]. Disambiguating any
postural and expectation-related components of the coherence from those related to
movement planning awaits further study.
Spike-LFP coherence strength in the gamma band [Gregoriou et al, 2009; Womelsdorf
et al., 2008; Fries et al., 2001] has has been reported to code for the attended part of
visual space or intended movement. Spatial attention cannot explain those components
of beta-band PRR-PMd spike-LFP coherence which are effector-related (such as the
variation of coherence frequency with planned effector, especially in animal L), nor does
it seem consistent with the fact that this coherence is maximal when the spatial target is
absent.
Also, different from gamma oscillations reported previously, which occur over a wide
range of frequencies [Gregoriou et al, 2009], the beta-band LFP spectrum in these data
is narrowly constrained to the 15–25Hz band (see section IV), and this peak becomes
much sharper in the coherence spectrum, both within and across cortex (compare fig.
4.1.1, 5.1.5, and 5.3.3). This isolation of a particular frequency, combined with the large
phase-locking component, is consistent with the idea that coherence supports phase-
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locking at a given frequency [Womelsdorf et al., 2008]. In contrast, the effectorspecificity of the coherence frequency in the contralateral-hemisphere recordings
(animal L) may indicate a frequency-based tuning component to the coherence [Akam
and Kullman, 2010].
Compared to other reports of cross-cortical coherence [Gregoriou et al., 2009; Pesaran
et al., 2008], the variation of planning-period beta-band coherence amplitude, phase and
frequency to the upcoming action is weak, only barely crossing the p < .05 significance
threshold in the beta band at the peak of the coherence. Admittedly, the cross-cortical
coherence itself is very near chance level (fig. 5.3.1), so our measurement resolution
may not be sufficient to detect significant behavioral coding in the coherence. However,
another interpretation of the meaning of coherence is that, rather than explicitly coding
for sensory or movement variables, it represents the formation of a channel for
communication. Under the latter interpretation, spikes either communicate via adopting a
preferred phase [Womesldorf et al., 2007] or preferred frequency [Akam and Kullman,
2010] with respect to LFPs in their target region. Information in the spike rate would be
communicated by the functional channel, though the channel itself would remain open
no matter what information passed along it. It is possible that both the coherence-forcoding and coherence-as-channel mechanisms can exist in the cortex. Without ruling out
the former, these data seem more in line with the latter hypothesis. Reach plans
encoded in the rate of cell firing might be transmitted via the channel of their coherence
with distant LFPs, though the channel itself remains open independent of the identity of
the plan. This channel only acts over existing anatomical connections (fig. 5.3.4), in this
case linking reach-related areas. When communication is required (as in the memory
period), parietal spikes may adopt the right phase/frequency with respect to distant
LFPs. However, during task phases requiring no communication (inter-trial interval,
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target-presentation), spikes in PRR are less likely to synchronize with their distant PMd
targets.
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6

Comments on recurrent networks

6.1

Consequences of a single β-band input into a recurrent
network

The coherence asymmetry and anatomical selectivity of PRR-frontal coherence,
suggested to us a simple model. Differing oscillatory properties among anatomically
connected regions may naturally cause asymmetric cross-cortical coherence. To
illustrate this idea, we simulated two patches of integrate-and-fire neurons, each
connected to the other (fig. 6.1.1). White noise and constant-current inputs were tuned
to give neurons in both patches firing rates of 10 Hz on average. One patch (PRR)
received an additional 20 Hz sin-wave drive (see Appendix for computational methods).
This small asymmetric drive was sufficient to produce a significant difference in the
population LFP spectra, and cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence. The inputs from PRR
to PMd were sufficient to cause a coherent oscillation in the PMd LFP, but not enough to
cause synchronization between PMd spikes and the original PRR LFPs.
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Figure 6.1.1: Computational illustration of a mechanism underlying
asymmetric spike-LFP coherence.

Oscillations in one group of cells

extend to the other group, such that spikes from the former become
coherent with LFPs from the latter. However, stochasticity in spiking
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prevents spiking in the second area from being coherent with LFPs in
the first. A. Identical patches of cells are connected via crosscortical excitatory projections, and driven by gaussian white noise.
One patch is also driven by an additional 20 Hz signal (the "PRR"
patch, A).

B. Example spikes and LFPs from each patch. LFPs are

simulated by averaging over all membrane potentials in a patch.

C. LFP

power spectra. D. Cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence

6.2

Coherence and mutual information

Neuronal oscillations may provide a carrier signal by which distant brain areas can
synchronize for the purpose of communication. This theory predicts a relationship
between spike timing and information content across brain regions. The more a spike
synchronizes with a distant brain region, the more information it should share with spikes
in that distant region. We tested this prediction by comparing two independent crosscortical measures: spike-field coherence, and spike-spike mutual information.
The natural behavior of the animal provided a brain state which acted as an ideal probe
for this question.

As the animal waited to begin the task, he would periodically close

his eyes for more than 30 seconds at a time. During these phases of pre-sleep, crosscortical coherence was especially strong in the alpha band. As in previous sections,
partial spike-LFP coherence is calculated between the spike and the distant LFP with
respect to the local LFP, with the goal of filtering out the common driver. We calculated
the multi-taper spike-LFP coherence, using 3 Slepian tapers, adding smoothness in
frequency space at the cost of some frequency resolution. Coherence was normalized
on a window-by-window basis (section 1.5.2, eq. 3). As before, stacks of 200 windows
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at a time were formed. We further transformed this number into a z-score, in order to
bring the baseline distribution of coherence closer to a normal distribution, for the
purposes of calculating correlations.
To calculate the cross-cortical mutual-information, we selected cells from the same
electrode as the distant LFP. We summed the spiking for each cell within the same
windows used to make the partial coherence. This left us with an array of 200 spike
counts for each cell. We calculated the mutual information between the spike-count
array and each cell recorded on the remote LFP‘s electrode. This left us with a mutual
information number for each pair of cells in separate cortical regions, as well as a spikeLFP coherence associated with each one. At each frequency, we calculated the
correlation between spike-LFP coherence at that frequency and mutual information of
the associated spikes.
Figure 6.2.1 shows the results. Mutual information positively correlates with crosscortical spike-LFP coherence. In other words, spikes that cohere with distant LFPs are
also more likely to be informative about distant cells.
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6.3

Connectivity between PRR and PMd

Connections between intraparietal and prefrontal areas, when they exist, are generally
thought to be reciprocal. However, this symmetry may not be reflected in the literature.
We conducted a meta-analysis of connectivity papers by polling the macaque anatomy
database CoCoMac [Stephan et al., 2001]. Five retrograde tracer studies were returned
identifying connections from MIP and Area 5 (the nearest locations to the region we
name ―PRR‖) to PMd. In contrast, no studies were returned featuring connections in the
opposite direction. These data may indicate a researcher bias to look for connections in
one direction. Moreover, it is impossible to know whether any experiments have been
conducted searching for anatomical connections in the other direction with negative
results. While new tools such as diffusion tensor imaging are promising for
understanding anatomical connections, they are unable to indicate directionality, and so
we must still rely on retrograde tracer studies. While these asymmetrical anatomical
results should be interpreted with caution, it is possible that they indicate an asymmetry
in strength of connectivity of parieto-frontal connections, which could help explain the
asymmetry in spike-LFP coherence found in these data (section 5).
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Figure 6.4.1. Meta-analysis of connectivity from the literature.
Five records exist which implicate PRR (here, encapsulated MIP
and Area 5) as projecting to PMd

[Colby et al., 1988; Caminiti

et al., 1999; Tanne-Gariepy et al., 2002]. However, no
projections were described from PMd back to PRR.
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7

Conclusion: Planning-Related Interaction of PRR and PMd

The goal of these experiments was to understand the interaction between frontal and
parietal planning regions. PRR and PMd have similar functional properties (figs. 1.5.4–6;
also fig. 2.1.5), but they may occupy different positions in the sensorimotor pathway, and
therefore respond to stimuli with different timing. After the brain regains steady state,
the coherence between spiking and LFP activity may indicate the extent and direction of
these areas‘ interaction during planning. The results of these experiments are
summarized in the following figures:

0

time (ms)

250

Onset-triggered spikes

0

150

Evoked potentials

Summary Figure 7.1: Dorsal premotor cortex (PMd, black) responds sooner to visual
targets than does parietal reach region (PRR, blue). Number of milliseconds to the peak
(inner bars) and mean (outer bars) of the onset time distributions for spikes (left) and
evoked potentials (right) in the left hemisphere (top rows) and right (bottom two) are
shown above (see figs. 2.1.1–2). PMd also indicates sooner the target direction (fig.
2.1.5) and the instructed effector (fig. 2.1.4).

% cells predicting decision
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Summary Figure 7.2: In a task with no visual stimulus, both premotor (PM) and
intraparietal (IPS) areas begin to predict an animal‘s decisions before the trial even
begins, indicating a previously unknown commonality between premotor and
intraparietal cortices. PM shows stronger predictive power than IPS, though whether
drives the latter with decisions generated from the frontal lobe, or instead accepts input
from IPS as one of a number of inputs, the spiking data alone cannot report.
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Summary Figure 7.3: Spike-LFP coherence, which has been proposed to indicate
influence (Section 1.5), is significant between spikes in PRR and LFPs in PMd, but not
vice–versa (Section.5.3). These data may indicate that in the absence of stimuli, PRR
drives PMd at 15–30Hz.
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Summary Figure 7.4: Cross-cortical coherence is concentrated in the beta–band. Even
where significant power or synchrony exists locally in other frequency bands (e.g.,
alpha–band patterns; figs. 4.2.1, 4.2.4), it is not communicated across cortex in these
data. Whereas previous reports on cross-cortical coherence describe interaction in a
range of frequencies (e.g., Gregoriou et al., [2009], adapted here, V4->FEF spike-LFP
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coherence during attention, red), PRR-PMd data during the planning period (blue) select
only the beta–band. Beta is unlikely to be driven by the high-frequency coupling of
parvalbumin interneurons known to drive gamma oscillations, and may represent a

incidence

unique and spatially extended cortical phenomenon in its own right.

P(SPRR,LPMd|LPRR)

Summary Figure 7.5: PRR-PMd spike-LFP coherence is not simply an epiphenomenon
of local coupling within each area to a globally broadcast signal, as indicated by the
partial coherence treatment (fig. 5.3.1). Shown above are the partial coherence chance
(black) and measured (blue, one curve per hemisphere) distributions at the peak
coherence level (one curve for each hemisphere). These data indicate a relationship
between PRR spikes and PMd LFPs which cannot be explained by other signals.
Whatever the exact interpretation of the meaning of the cross-cortical spike-LFP
coherence, it should be examined in its own right, and not eclipsed by studies of crosscortical LFP-LFP coherence.
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Summary Figure 7.6: The general pattern of beta–band activity — strong during
periods of preparation and planning, extinguished by visual input and action generation
— is largely conserved across PRR spectra, spike-LFP coherence, and PRR-PMd
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cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence (first 3 plots). PMd spike-LFP coherence and LFP
power spectra show a somewhat different temporal evolution.
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Summary Figure 7.7: Cross-cortical coherence encodes planned actions (figs. 5.3.3–4),
albeit weakly. While the general encoding pattern is not consistent across monkeys, it
seems to be conserved among different measures within monkeys. That is, PRR-PRR
spike-LFP coherence (left plot), PRR-PMd LFP-LFP coherence (center), and PRR-PMd
spike-LFP coherence (right) all increase in frequency in advance of a reach in monkey L.
In contrast, monkey R does not show this frequency bias in any measure of synchrony,
though coherence in some cells still codes for the action plan (fig. 5.3.3).
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Summary Figure 7.8: Cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence is anatomically-dependent
(fig. 5.3.5, as is LFP-LFP coherence, fig. 5.3.1). That is, PRR spikes are more likely to
cohere with LFPs in PMd than FEF, to which it is not known to project. This implies
either that coherence interacts over the direct projections from PRR to PMd, or that PRR
and PMd are simultaneously and exclusively driven by a third region.
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Summary Figure 7.9: Figure 7.6 may indicate that beta-band power and synchrony
throughout planning areas is a monolithic phenomenon, of which these measures used
in this report are all different aspects. While within-area and across-area synchrony and
power spectra are often reported independently [Gregoriou et al., 2009; Buschmann and
Miller, 2007; Womelsdorf et al., 2008], in the case of beta-band activity these measures
may all represent a single process. A simple way to explain figs. 7.6 and 7.8 is that betaband in PMd arises from PRR, at least in part. A simulation illustrates that a single
source for beta-band activity, centered in the parietal lobe, can explain not only the LFP
power difference but also the asymmetry in cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence.

If spike-LFP coherence does indeed subserve communication (section 1.2), then these
data suggest that PRR drives PMd, but only at certain times. PMd, which responds tens
of milliseconds earlier to visual stimuli than does PRR (section 2), has no need of PRR
input in order to generate an immediate response to a visual stimulus. In fact, PMd may
drive PRR at low frequencies immediately after visual input (fig. 5.3.6). But when a
movement plan must be stored in working memory, strongly asymmetric PRR-PMd
coherence may occur represent a "broadcasting" of relevant state information from the
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parietal lobe. The parietal lobe has been interpreted, among other functions, to maintain
a real-time state representation of the body and the world outside [Mulliken et al., 2008;
Husain et al., 1997; Desmurget et al., 2009]. While both parietal and frontal neurons
show similar behavior during working memory tasks (section 1.5), the asymmetry in
parieto-frontal coupling may indicate different roles in maintaining an internal
representation of state. This state information may include not just the direction of the
intended reach or the intended effector, but other variables such as the current state of
the eye and the arm, or the expectancy of an upcoming cue. The asymmetric coherence
appears across disparate measures (sections 4–5) as a sharp peak in the beta-band,
which seems likely to represent a unique cortical phenomenon in its own right. If this
asymmetric coherence could be enhanced or interrupted, communication of spiking
information between PRR and other brain areas might be altered.
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8

Appendix: Methods for Neurophysiology

Recording methods: Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) participated in the
experiments. PMd and PRR were anatomically localized using structural MRI scans. We
recorded single-unit and LFP activity from PMd and PRR using Pt/W electrodes,
impedance between .5 and 1 MOhm, controlled by multiple-electrode microdrives (3and 5-channel, Thomas Recordings). Spiking events and local field potentials were
recorded (Plexon, Texas) on separate channels, with LFPs low-pass filtered at 200 Hz
and subsampled at 1 kHz. The transfer function for the entire recording system was
determined by passing a sin wave (100 uV) with a chirped profile over the relevant
frequencies (1–200Hz), with periodic simulated spikes inserted to test for any phase
offset between the slow-wave and event-recordings. The transfer function reflected the
low-pass filtering used for LFPs (3 db at 200 Hz), as well as a low-frequency filter (3 db
at 3 Hz), however there was no appreciable filtering in our frequencies of interest (10–
100 Hz), nor any appreciable phase offset. During a recording day, electrodes were
simultaneously guided to both target locations. After isolating cells in both targets, we
allowed the electrodes to settle into the tissue. We did not select cells based on taskrelatedness, opting instead to record from all cells in which we could maintain in
isolation.
Behavioral methods: We employed several variants of a reach/saccade planning task.
The basic structure of the task for both monkeys progressed as follows: after fixating on
a central lit spot with eye and hand for .5–1.5 seconds (.8–1.5 for monkey R), the
―fixation‖ period, we showed the monkey a target in the right or left of his visual space for
.5 s. After the target disappeared, the monkey was required to maintain fixation for .5–
1.5 s, the ―planning period‖, after which the lit fixation spot disappeared, which was the
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monkey's cue to move. If the target had been colored red, the monkey was rewarded for
saccading to the remembered target. If it had been colored green, the monkey was
rewarded for reaching to the remembered target. These were termed ordinary
instructed-effector trials. Examples of spiking during ordinary instructed-effector trials
can be seen in fig. 1.5.3 and 1.5.5. For some recording days, we added the following
variations: If the target were colored both red and green, the monkey was free to decide
whether to reach or saccade. In these effector-decision trials, we encouraged the
monkey to randomize his choice of effectors [Barraclough et al., 2004]. In an attempt to
localize decision-related signals to the planning period, we interleaved effector-decision
trials with trials in which the target color corresponding to the desired effector (red for
reaches, green for saccades; see Cui and Andersen, 2007) remained lit after the normal
visual target disappeared, until the fixation spot disappeared to provide the ―Go‖ cue.
The latter interleaved-delayed-instructed trials were only run for monkey R, and were not
included in the analysis due to their lack of planning period. Finally, in an effort to
improve trial resolution for these trials, we replaced interleaved-delayed-instructed trials
with trials in which the colored cue indicating instructed effector lasted only 50ms,
followed by a planning period. These trials were called ―interleaved-planning-instructed‖
trials, and were only run for monkey L; the overall distributions of trial types for each
monkey were: 18% ordinary instructed, 41% effector-decision, 41% interleavedplanning-instructed for monkey L, and 100% effector-decision for monkey R (with an
equal number of interleaved-delay-instructed trials for monkey R, which were excluded
due to their lack of a planning period). All of these trial types involved fixation, target
presentation, and a planning period, as described above. Because we found no
significant differences in the planning period coherence among these different trial types,
we combined them in order to have more trial resolution.
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Data analysis methods: Because of the relatively low SNR we expected to achieve for
cross-cortical spike-LFP coherence, calculating a coherence value required on the order
of hundreds of trials. We could not maintain isolation in all of our cells over this period,
and even the best -isolated cells exhibited some change in waveform shape over several
hours. We therefore designed special spike-sorting software, based on cluster-analysis
in PCA space, which allowed us to define cells only over the time period in which they
were well-isolated, and allowed us to track them over slow changes in their shape.
Single-units were classified as those cells which had qualitatively well-separated clusters
and waveforms, and < 1% of inter-spike-intervals < 2 ms. Each single unit had a time
period over which it was considered to be well-isolated. Outside of this time period, a
spike was never included in the analysis. Similarly, LFPs experienced large and
infrequent noise artifacts, caused most often by the monkey‘s movements. These
events, identified via a threshold of 2 mV and buffered by a windowed of a minimum of 1
s, were likewise excluded from all analyses.
We calculated the coherence by dividing time courses of spiking and LFP activity into
windows, and calculating the individual spectra and cross-spectra for each window. We
then averaged the normalized cross-spectra (as opposed normalizing the averaged
cross spectra with the averaged individual spectra, as in, for example, Gregoriou et al.,
[2009]. Our method of calculating coherence, while less conventional, removes windowby-window power correlations. Therefore, in this study, coherence can be interpreted to
mean phase locking between spikes and LFPs at a given frequency.
We calculated the coherence on a by-brain-state and by-cell basis. For a given brain
state, for a given cell and LFP pair, we collected ―stacks‖ of 200 windows of 200 ms
each, and calculated coherence across these windows. Where the data were numerous
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for more than one stack, or where multiple LFPs were available in a given site, we
averaged across stacks and LFPs, such that we arrived at a single coherence value for
each cell. We did not detect significant differences between this method, compared to
collecting the stacks by time-within-trial (for the cell with the highest cross-cortical
coherence, p=73%, t-test btw. planning period coherence stacked by time vs. timewithin-trial). Also, we found that if a given cell cohered with a distant LFP, it was much
more likely to cohere with other distant LFPs, hence our averaging coherence over
multiple cross-cortical LFPs. We always calculated within-area coherence from LFPs
taken from a different electrode than the spike in question, so as not to pollute the
coherence measure with the residual of the spike in the LFP measured on the same
electrode. If this measure is not employed, a large amount of spurious high-frequency
coherence appears between spikes and LFP, increasing in magnitude with increasing
frequency. We found multi-unit activity (MUA) to have a similar distribution of crosscortical coherence to single-cell activity, and so unless otherwise labeled, we added
MUA spikes in order to increase our resolution for these behavioral and anatomical
questions.
Granger causality [Baccala and Sameshima, 2001] has often been employed in order to
understand cross-cortical functional interactions [Verhoef et al., 2011; Brovelli et al.,
2004]. However, we felt that these oscillatory relationships (between spikes and LFPs)
were likely to be highly reciprocal, and the autoregression step of Granger causality,
which is designed to reveal single-directional "causal" relationships, was likely to add
complication without extra knowledge.
When reporting LFP or spiking power spectra, we use arbitrary units because of the
difficulty in interpreting the meaning of a unit such as (spk/s)2/Hz. Power spectra, to be
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correctly labeled, must be normalized for the window size used in estimating the
spectrum, since twice the window size incorporates twice as much energy into the
estimate. For better or worse, reporting power in arbitrary units has become a standard
in neuroscience [Pesaran, 2008]. This is permissible if the sole intention of reporting
power spectra is to compare between behavioral conditions.
Computational methods: To illustrate our explanation for the cross-cortical coherence
asymmetry, we simulated a group of 256 integrate-and-fire neurons (threshold -40 mV,
reset -60 mV, voltage floor -80 mV), connected via all-to-all excitatory projections to an
equal number of integrate-and-fire neurons ―across the cortex‖. Each neuron was driven
by Gaussian white noise, tuned so that their mean firing rate would be ~ 10 Hz (DC drive
.06 mV/ms, noise std = 2.7 mV). One population was additionally driven by 20 Hz sine
wave at a lower power than the noise input (std = .1 mV). Spikes in one region elicited
immediate voltage fluctuations in the other of .065 mV. The computational illustration did
not include within-area connections, either excitatory or inhibitory, conduction delays, or
extended, excitatory post-synaptic potentials. We think it is likely that a more
biophysically realistic network would exhibit similar oscillation and coherence properties
given similar inputs, but we believe the point is illustrated most clearly with the simplest
possible network. Power spectra and coherence values were calculated as with the
experimental data.
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